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KV2 is thrilled to kick off the New Year 
with news of the appointment of 
seasoned industry professional, Robert 
Adrian Tan, to the post of Director of 
Sales, Asia. Based in Singapore, Tan 
brings over 20 years of experience as 
an AV consultant in the hospitality and 
events industries before moving into 
systems integra on. Tan specialises in 
designing systems for acous cally 
challenging environments, be it in the 
live events or installed sound sector 
and is also a skilled business manager.  
 
“It’s an honour to be represen ng KV2 
in the APAC region,” says Tan. “I’ve 
long admired their technology and their 
approach to acous cs which, in my 
view, sets them apart from their 
compe tors. I was introduced to the 
brand in 2010 and was immediately 
intrigued with the clarity of the ES1.0 
cabinets. Since then, the product range 
has con nued to develop with more 
op ons for a wide variety of 
applica ons. I have achieved some of 
the best results in my career using KV2  
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KV2 Audio CEO, George Krampera Jr.,  
is delighted to welcome Tan on board. 
“It’s been over two years since the 
un mely passing of our friend and 
colleague, Dave Croxton, and we s ll 
miss him every day,” says Krampera. 
“However, David and I had already 
talked about Robert, and we both felt 
that he would be a great fit for the KV2 
family, both professionally and as a 
person. Covid slowed everything down 
of course, but once we were able to 
start recrui ng again, Robert was an 
obvious choice. His knowledge of the 
region and his network of contacts are 
enormous, as are his technical and 
business skills. Coupled with his 
adaptability, enthusiasm and passion 
for the brand, I’m sure that Robert will 
be able to take KV2 to the next level in 
Asia.” 
 
 
Robert Adrian Tan can be reached at 
robert.a@kv2audio.com  
 
www.kv2audio.com 

equipment although I’m o en asked to 
defend my choice. However, in my 
experience, once the client has heard a 
demo, all his ques ons are answered! 
I’m delighted to become part of the KV2 
family and take an ac ve part in the 
next chapter of their development in 
Asia.  
 
“While KV2 has a certain presence in 
the region, I’m confident that I can 
con nue to elevate the brand to even 
bigger and be er things,” he con nues. 
“Opportuni es don't just happen ‐ you 
create them with hard work and passion 
‐ and that’s exactly what I intend to do 
for KV2 – create opportuni es.”  

 www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

KV2 Audio appoints Robert Adrian Tan as Director of Sales, Asia 
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AKG, an industry leader in acous cs 
engineering for microphones and 
headphones, and a proud member of 
the HARMAN Professional Solu ons 
family of audio brands, have formally 
launched the AKG Stories Behind The 
Sessions web series on YouTube.  
 
Hosted by radio and television 
personality Nic Harcourt, Stories 
Behind The Sessions spotlights the 
producers, engineers and songwriters 
responsible for the music that defined 
the sound of popular music and the 
culture at large. With a candid one‐on‐
one interview format, guests talk about 
their crea ve process, what it was like 
to collaborate with iconic ar sts and 
their reac on to watching their work 
become a hit in real‐ me.  
 
In the latest episode, the first one 
recorded in the HARMAN Experience 
Center in Los Angeles, Harcourt sits 
down with musician, producer and INXS 
bassist, Garry Beers, to discuss the 
band’s iconic album Kick, which 
celebrates its 35th anniversary this 
year.  
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Clear-Com promotes  
Richard Palmer to 
Sales Director for 

EMEA Region 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Clear‐Com® announces the 
appointment of Richard Palmer to the 
role of Sales Director for the EMEA 
region, following the re rement of 
Nicki Fisher. Richard brings to the role a 
strong understanding of the business, 
excellent rela onships in the industry, 
and a keen ability to iden fy and 
execute on untapped opportuni es in 
the market. Richard’s prior experience 
includes over 10 years at Clear‐Com 
managing sales for Southern Europe 
and Africa, as well as several roles in 
sales for other leading industry 
manufacturers, including Audio‐
Technica and Solid State Logic. Chris 
Willis, Senior VP of Worldwide Sales, 
comments on this appointment. 
“Richard’s deep understanding of the 
audio industry and his track record of 
growing even well‐established channels 
made him a natural choice for this 
cri cal role, further strengthened by his 
strong interpersonal skills and wicked 
sense of humor.” Richard reflects on his 
appointment, “I look forward to this 
opportunity to lead a fantas c team of 
sales professionals and to discover new 
opportuni es to grow the business of 
our Partners in the region. Clear‐Com is 
enjoying a period of substan al growth 
with key new capabili es being 
released in their product offering, and 
I’m excited to be part of this growth.” 
 
clearcom.com 

 The first two episodes of the series 
were recorded live at the NAMM Show  
with the inaugural episode featuring 
Grammy award‐winning producer Neal 
Pogue (Outkast, TLC, Nelly Furtado) 
recoun ng the late‐night, marathon 
session to compose, record and mix the 
horns on “Waterfalls” by TLC, and the 
close collabora on between Atlanta’s 
best session musicians to bring the song 
to life. The second episode highlighted 
producer Walter Afanasieff (Mariah 
Carey, Whitney Houston, Celene Dion) 
and the unconven onal origins of “All I 
Want for Christmas Is You” by Mariah 
Carey, which involved a live reindeer in 
the studio. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
• Garry Beers episode link: 
h ps://youtu.be/4x3MJIPuzLE 
 
 
pro.harman.com 
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AKG by HARMAN launches web series  
featuring legendary guests behind  

music’s biggest moments 



Allen & Heath 
promote Nic Beretta 

to Director of Product 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Allen & Heath is pleased to announce 
the promo on of Nic Bere a to 
Director of Product. Most recently 
working as Head of Product, Bere a 
joined Allen & Heath in 2010 and has 
been instrumental in the development 
of the product management, technical 
marke ng and product support teams 
at the company. In addi on to his new 
strategic role as a director, Bere a will 
con nue to oversee the product 
department as well as closer 
collabora on with the R&D and 
product marke ng teams at the 
company’s Penryn headquarters. “Nic is 
widely accepted in the industry as a 
leading product orator, has extensive 
technical knowledge in professional 
audio systems, and strong product 
insight and drive to develop exci ng 
new products,” said Rob Clark, Allen & 
Heath’s Managing Director. “I’m really 
looking forward to this next chapter,” 
Bere a adds.  
 
“These 12 years have been a blast, 
watching the company grow from 
strength to strength, working with 
some of the most talented people in 
the industry, and launching a stream of 
hugely successful products. I'm excited 
at the opportunity to shape our 
product strategy and direc on even 
more, and at what we have planned for 
the next couple of years.” 
 
allen‐heath.com 
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product and more exci ng designs in 
the pipeline. With the addi onal  
support and investment through 
Community Europe S.A., I am confident 
we can con nue to provide our 
partners and customers with world 
class products and service as the 
business levels up.”  
 
Founded in the 1990s, APEX has 
recently a racted industry a en on 
with its CloudPower amplifier range, 
which offers remote‐control capability 
via the IntelliCloud WebUI. CloudPower 
was launched in 2020 and has 
subsequently won mul ple awards, 
including the AV Awards Audio 
Technology of the Year trophy in 
November 2022. Community Europe 
S.A. has acquired 100% of shares in 
APEX’s parent company, GiVa 
Audiovisual Technologies BV.  
 
Community Europe S.A. supports the 
growth of Community Europe Group 
brands through investment in R&D, 
manufacturing capacity and 
interna onal business development. 
Other Community Europe Group 
brands include professional 
loudspeaker manufacturer, Audiofocus, 
and online retailer, My Stage Shop. 
 
 
communitysa.com 

Installa on amplifier brand, APEX has 
been acquired by fellow Belgian 
professional audio business, Community 
Europe S.A.  
 
Community Europe S.A. CEO, Ann Leroy 
commented, “We are excited to 
welcome APEX into the Community 
Europe Group. APEX is a brand with a 
bright future and access to investment 
and knowledge‐sharing through 
Community Europe Group will help to 
secure and accelerate its con nued 
growth. Our priority is to support APEX 
with scaling up its manufacturing 
opera ons to meet the high customer 
demand for its ground‐breaking 
CloudPower remote‐controllable 
amplifiers, while unlocking capacity for 
the APEX R&D team to bring further 
innova ve products to market.”  
 
APEX Sales Director, Alain Boone added, 
“The response to CloudPower from 
distributors and integrators has been 
fantas c. We know we have a winning  

www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

APEX acquired by COMMUNITY EUROPE S.A. 



HARMAN Professional Solu ons 
recently hosted 20 Los Angeles‐based 
ar sts, musicians and content creators 
at an immersive product showcase and 
networking event. The event launches 
what will be an ongoing “Create With” 
program where emerging music 
creators will engage with JBL 
Professional and AKG products in new 
and crea ve ways.  
 
“The event was an amazing opportunity 
to get connected with other ar sts and 
creators,” said musician Caroline 
Kingsbury. “I loved seeing all the 
detailed behind the scenes work that 
goes into making the great products JBL 
and AKG make to help us create our 
best work.”  
 
The event kicked off with a happy hour, 
giving a endees a unique chance to 
meet local creators in‐person for the 
first me. Following the meet‐and‐
greet, the creators designed their own 
AKG Ara microphones using paint 
markers. Gathered around a long table 
with a full spread of colors available,  

   BUSINESS 

deemed JBL monitors as well as AKG 
microphones/headphones as the top of 
the line. To be reminded of the 
excellence HARMAN brands have built 
and lasted over several decades was 
appreciated, and I'm looking forward to 
what's to come.”  
 
Along with a deep‐dive into gear and 
technology, the group also par cipated 
in a masterclass on the crea ve process 
led by Grammy‐nominated songwriter, 
DJ and producer Morgan Page. With a 
backdrop of vivid Mar n ligh ng effects 
and JBL line arrays, Page shared his 
well‐earned advice for songwri ng and 
genera ng inspira on, including 
establishing a rou ne workflow, 
removing distrac ons from your 
crea ve spaces and embracing “wabi‐
sabi”––the Japanese concept of finding 
beauty within imperfec on. “The wabi‐
sabi aesthe c presents three simple 
reali es: Nothing lasts, nothing is 
finished, and nothing is perfect,” Page 
explained to the audience. “You're not 
going to make a perfect song. You don't 
need to make a perfect song. And don't 
worry if you’re building a legacy of 
music or not. The biggest musical 
legacies, a lot don't last. The stars pass 
on, and their music is enjoyed and 
consumed. You should try for that if 
you can––I mean, aim high––but don't 
beat yourself up over it.” 
 
pro.harman.com 
 

everyone embraced the good, old‐
fashioned arts‐and‐cra s moment by 
customizing a USB condenser mic with 
their respec ve, one‐of‐a‐kind styles. By 
the end of the ac vity, there were 
plenty of flowers, neon colors, detailed 
landscapes and more painted onto 20 
Ara mics at the drawing table.  
 
Creators were then given a 
comprehensive tour of the HARMAN 
Experience Center, a 16,000‐square‐foot 
audio and ligh ng product showcase 
with a 6,000‐square‐foot soundstage 
and mul ple studio recording set‐ups. 
The Experience Center is a hands‐on 
environment for exploring all things 
professional audio, from JBL 
Professional’s powerful audio touring, 
studio and portable PA loudspeakers to 
Mar n’s spellbinding ligh ng fixtures 
and a full line up of AKG headphones 
and microphones. Addi onally, guests 
toured through HARMAN’s Global 
Center of Acous c Excellence known all 
over the world as the R&D engineering 
facili es where patented, Grammy‐ and 
Oscar‐winning audio technology for JBL 
Professional have been developed for 
nearly 50 years. “ 
 
JBL has held a high level of respect in my 
eyes as one of the best speakers and 
monitors in the industry,” said mul ‐
Pla num producer Thaddeus Dixon. “As 
someone who prides themselves on 
using the best equipment, I've always  

www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

HARMAN Professional hosts night of Technology and Creativity  
for Los Angeles-Based Creators 



Clear‐Com® is proud to announce that 
Charlie Bu en, inventor of the 
distributed amplifier intercom and one 
of the company founders, will be 
inducted into the Systems Contractor 
News (SCN) Hall of Fame this month. To 
this day, Charlie con nues to ac vely 
contribute to the company’s 
engineering efforts, with a special focus 
on analog audio circuit design.  
 
Originally from the East Coast, Charlie 
made his way to San Francisco in the 
1960s and teamed up with Bob Cohen 
to create an intercom system for crew 
communica on in live produc ons. 
What started as a project with a frying 
pan in a bathroom sink eventually 
became the first distributed amplifier 
analog beltpack system, and by 1968, 
Charlie and Bob had established the 
Clear‐Com business in San Francisco. 
The original RS‐100 was used by such 
groups as Jefferson Airplane, Janis 
Joplin, and the Grateful Dead as part of 
their touring systems, and that 
exposure led to later versions being 
adopted by many produc on crews in 
various music venues all over the 
world. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A 1971 feature in Rolling Stone 
magazine highlighted Charlie’s impact 
on the rock music industry, and their 
inven on earned both Charlie and Bob 
Cohen a Technology and Engineering 
Emmy® Award for The Belt Pack: 
Distributed Amplifier Systems in Live 
Produc on by the Na onal Academy of 
Television Arts & Sciences (NATAS) in 
2010. “Back in the mid‐60s, when I 
came up with a simple solu on to a 
simple problem, I did not think of it as a 
big deal,” Charlie says. “This 
recogni on is certainly a nice honor!”  
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Allen & Heath appoint 
Tamas Vass as  

Sales Director EMEA 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Allen & Heath is pleased to announce 
the appointment of Tamas Vass as 
Sales Director EMEA. Repor ng to Sales 
Director Markus Sinsel, Vass will be 
based in central Europe and suppor ng 
Allen & Heath’s EMEA distribu on 
partners, working closely with them to 
develop sales opportuni es across 
mul ple market ver cals. Having spent 
much of his long‐spanning career in the 
video and broadcast sectors, Vass has 
unique skills in business development, 
experience in managing large and 
complex sales projects and a proven 
track record in EMEA sales growth. 
Allen & Heath are excited to have Vass 
join the team. “Tamas brings a wealth 
of sales experience and fresh ideas 
from his previous roles as well as a true 
passion for audio which makes him the 
perfect fit for this role,” comments 
Markus Sinsel, Allen & Heath’s Sales 
Director. “He will help to further grow 
our EMEA presence as well as develop 
new markets with our partners in key 
regions like Scandinavia, Benelux, Africa 
and the Middle East.”  
 
"I am super excited to join Allen & 
Heath and I’m looking forward to 
contribu ng my knowledge and 
experience to the success and growth 
of the company,” says Vass. 
 
 
allen‐heath.com 

 
 
“We’re immensely proud to see Charlie 
honored for his contribu ons,” said Bob 
Boster, President of Clear‐Com. “He is 
the whole reason Clear‐Com is the 
company it is today, and through 
subsequent evolu on of his innova ons, 
his ideas have impacted millions of 
audience members worldwide, not only 
in live performance se ngs, but also in 
broadcast, sports, and other domains.”  

 

Charlie lives in the Bay Area, where he 
con nues to work full‐ me for Clear‐
Com, as well as its parent company 
HME.  His ongoing contribu ons impact 
a variety of products and inspire the 
company’s development teams, 
touching genera ons of engineers and 
others in product development. 
 
 
 
 
 
clearcom.com 

www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

Charlie Butten, Founding Father of Intercoms, 
to be inducted into SCN Hall of Fame 

Charlie Butten 



PK Sound readies 
European launch  
with appointment  
of David Roselló 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In an cipa on of a string of major 
announcements in the region, PK 
Sound has appointed pro audio veteran 
David Roselló to the role of European 
Partner Support. Based in Barcelona, 
Spain, Roselló will oversee PK’s growing 
European network, including Regional 
Distributors, PK Alliance Hubs and 
Members, and Performance Installa on 
partners. “The first me I came across 
PK’s robo c line source technology, it 
could be described as a dream come 
true,” shares Roselló. “I’ve been 
working in this industry a long me and 
haven’t seen this level of innova on 
from any other manufacturer. There’s 
endless poten al not only for how PK 
develops its technology, but especially 
for how the PK Alliance business model 
can help skilled European companies 
and professionals grow their success 
and I look forward to working with this 
great team and partner network to do 
it.” As European Partner Support, 
Roselló is a direct point of contact for 
current and future partners in the 
region and will serve as their voice with 
PK’s Brand, Applica on, Educa on, and 
Service teams to ensure they’re fully 
supported. 
 
“We’ve been working hard behind the 
scenes in an cipa on of PK Sound’s 
breakthrough in the incredibly 
important and influen al European 
market,” shares James Oliver, Chief 
Strategy Officer with PK Sound. 
 
pksound.ca 
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closely with our customers in the 
virtual world, and the Virtual 
Showroom was a natural result of that 
planning process – complemen ng our 
well‐established website and social 
media channels.”  
 
With the return of face‐to‐face 
customer contact, Kimura feels strongly 
that Genelec now has a perfect balance 
of demonstra on opportuni es. “In this 
fast‐paced digital world, the Virtual 
Showroom has all the benefits of 
interac vity and instant 24/7 access, 
while our Experience Centres represent 
the gold standard in personal contact 
and cri cal listening opportuni es.  
Add to that the range of interna onal 
exhibi ons, roadshows, smaller 
regional events and dealer 
demonstra ons, and there are now 
more ways than ever for customers to 
experience everything that Genelec has 
to offer.” 
 
 
 
showroom.genelec.com 

To complement its growing global 
network of physical Experience Centres, 
Genelec has introduced its online 
Virtual Showroom, where visitors can 
explore a wide range of ac ve 
loudspeaker systems and technologies 
in a set of stunningly realis c room 
se ngs. This allows customers across 
the Studio, AV, and Home Audio 
segments to instantly access valuable 
Genelec informa on and resources in a 
unique and visually engaging interac ve 
environment.  
 
Hosted on the Genelec website, visitors 
to the Virtual Showroom can experience 
the latest in VR technology to navigate 
separate and dis nct areas for 
Professional Audio Monitoring, AV 
Installa on and Home Audio, which 
showcase both stereo and immersive 
systems that comprise a carefully 
selected range of key loudspeaker and 
subwoofer models. Visitors can then 
access detailed product informa on, 
video content and valuable learning 
resources, at any me of day and from 
the comfort of their own environment.  
 
“One of the powerful effects of the 
pandemic was to focus our minds on 
how to communicate more effec vely 
via digital marke ng channels,” 
comments Genelec Business 
Development Director Ken Kimura.  
“So, we used that period of enforced 
disrup on to explore how to engage  

www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

Genelec elevates its customer experience 
with new Virtual Showroom 



Genelec – the global leader in 
professional loudspeaker systems –  
is marking its 45th anniversary this  
year by launching the Genelec 45 
World Tour, which celebrates truthful 
sound and the passion that powers it. 
The extensive tour combines 
demonstra ons of Genelec studio 
monitors with a program of premium 
learning and listening experiences, 
complemented by a major global music 
collabora on. The Genelec 45 World 
Tour provides audio professionals, 
sonic creators and audiophiles with a 
unique opportunity to experience the 
beauty and power of truthful sound, 
wherever they might be located.  
 
Central to the tour is the Genelec | 
Experience series of premium events, 
which includes face‐to‐face listening 
sessions at Genelec’s growing 
interna onal network of Experience 
Centres, complemented by hybrid and 
virtual events, regional partner events 
and tradi onal trade shows. The 
Genelec | Experience will not only 
provide an opportunity for customers 
to audi on Genelec’s state‐of‐the‐art 
studio monitors, but will also allow 
customers to learn about and 
experience a wide range of Genelec 
stereo and immersive loudspeaker 
systems in a controlled, cri cal listening 
environment. For those that can’t 
a end the Genelec | Experience in 
person, Genelec will also be making full 
use of its digital channels throughout 
2023 to deliver a program of online 
masterclasses, tutorials, webinars and 
informal knowledge‐sharing sessions, 
while the new Genelec Virtual 
Showroom allows customers across the 
Professional Audio Monitoring, AV 
Installa on and Home Audio segments 
to instantly access valuable Genelec 
informa on and resources in a unique 
and visually engaging interac ve VR 
environment. Addi onally, the Create 
With Genelec loan campaign will be run 
in selected territories to allow audio 
professionals, crea ves and music 
educators to experience Genelec 
technology in the comfort of their own 
environment. 
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and re‐distribu ng 45 different types of 
instrument globally, in a celebra on of 
the world’s wonderfully diverse musical 
cultures. “Over the last 45 years we’ve 
created quite a company legacy, but 
none of this would be possible without 
our customers,” comments Genelec 
Managing Director Siamäk Naghian. “So 
we want to use this anniversary year to 
look forward to the future, and 
empower and celebrate the people 
that create and love sound and music. 
Our passion for perfec ng sound is 
shared by all the professionals and 
crea ves who rely on Genelec 
technology every day. By inspiring each 
other, we’re consistently driving the 
industry forward – and that’s 
something truly worth celebra ng!” 
 
 
 

genelec.com/genelec45 

The final element of the tour is the 
Genelec | Harmony Tracks global music 
collabora on, which encourages even 
greater end user engagement in 
Genelec’s 45th celebra ons. Genelec | 
Harmony Tracks invites par cipants to 
submit a piece of music using their own 
unique style, sound and local culture to 
create a new, powerful, and unifying 
patchwork of interna onal musical 
harmony. The contest winner will 
receive a pair of Genelec 8330A studio 
monitors as a prize, and for every song 
entry submi ed, Genelec will donate 
money to the charity Music Fund, which 
collects musical instruments, repairs 
them and gives them a second life by 
dona ng them to music schools and 
socio‐ar s c projects in Europe, 
developing countries and conflict zones 
around the world. Genelec will also be 
encouraging regional partners to get 
involved – with the goal of collec ng  

www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

Genelec marks 45th anniversary with extensive World Tour 



Prism Sound is delighted to announce 
that Golden Age Music has joined its 
roster of interna onal distributors by 
taking on responsibility for the 
company’s en re range of products in 
Sweden and Denmark. Founded in 
Sweden in 1982, Golden Age Music is a 
leading supplier of high end pro audio 
equipment from manufacturers such as 
Even de, PMC Speakers, Chandler 
Limited, API, Barefoot Sound and Slate 
Audio. 
 
Prism Sound’s offering includes high 
quality audio interfaces such as the 
recently introduced ADA 128 modular 
audio conversion system, the ADA‐8XR 
mul channel converter and the award‐
winning Lyra, Titan and Atlas audio 
interfaces. 
 
Golden Age Music founder and director 
Bo Medin says: “The Prism Sound brand 
is legendary in conversion technology 
and a great complement to the other 
brands that we carry. I have been 
aware of the company for many years 
and accep ng the offer to distribute its 
equipment was a no brainer.”  
 
Mark Evans, sales director for Prism 
Sound, adds: “Golden Age Music is  
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Christopher Melendy 
appointed as  

Central Regional 
Sales Manager for  
Allen & Heath USA 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Allen & Heath USA is proud to 
announce the hiring of industry veteran 
Christopher Melendy as regional sales 
manager for the central territory. 
Melendy joins Allen & Heath with over 
two decades of experience in pro audio 
and system integra on.  
 
“I am thrilled to be joining the team at 
A&H,” noted Melendy. “I love the 
brand and the people associated with 
it. I look forward to con nuing the 
tradi on of quality and integrity Allen & 
Heath is known for and suppor ng the 
brand partnerships with reps and 
customers.”  
 
“I am pleased to welcome Christopher 
to the team” said Allen & Heath USA 
Na onal Sales Manager Pat McConnell. 
“His audio background, mad design 
skills, industry experience, and his can‐
do a tude helped him to land the gig 
through our extensive interview 
process. He will be a great fit culturally, 
which is essen al. Our culture as a 
team is a significant contributor to our 
success and we are happy to have him 
as our new Central Regional Sales 
Manager.” 
 
allen‐heath.com 

highly respected in the Swedish and 
Danish pro audio markets because it 
delivers an excep onal level of service 
and support to pro audio customers. 
This perfectly suits our philosophy as 
Prism Sound is renowned for crea ng 
tools that professionals want to use 
because they deliver excep onal audio 
quality. We are looking forward to 
working with Bo to highlight our 
product range in Sweden and Denmark 
and introduce new customers to our 
brand.”  
 
Bo Medin believes there is plenty of 
opportunity to deliver sales and he is 
looking forward to increasing the 
brand’s visibility in the Swedish and 
Danish markets.  
 
“I believe that there is good poten al 
for Prism Sound to cement its posi on 
as a premier and successful brand 
across various market sectors,” he says. 
“My guess is that the Lyra 2 and the 
Titan audio interfaces will see the 
biggest sales numbers, but I also think 
the ADA‐128 has great poten al and will 
also be very well received.” 
 
 
prismsound.com 
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Prism Sound appoints Golden Age Music  
as its dstributor in Sweden and Denmark 

Bo Medin of Golden Age Musis 



Wisycom announces 
corporate 

restructuring 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
X2 Wisycom SRL, a global leader in RF 
solu ons for broadcast, film and live 
produc on, today announced a 
corporate restructuring that will 
enhance its business in the Americas. 
Among the changes is the opening of 
Wisycom, Inc., its new U.S.‐based 
facility, which will give the company a 
larger and more ac ve channel into the 
Americas. Led by the newly appointed 
Vice President of Sales and Marke ng, 
John Kowalski, the new office will allow 
the team to be er support the brand’s 
growth in the region. As a division of 
Wisycom SRL, Wisycom, Inc. gives 
customers in the region a more direct 
connec on to the brand’s sales, 
support and administra ve personnel. 
“Wisycom has grown tremendously in 
the United States, especially over the 
past year, and we found these changes 
necessary to help nurture and expand 
our business,” says Massimo Polo, CEO 
of Wisycom SRL. “With the 
restructuring, I am also pleased to 
welcome John [Kowalski] to our team. 
He has an incredible amount of 
experience working with customers 
across all our industries, and we know 
he is the right person to help drive 
Wisycom’s presence in America.” The 
new Wisycom, Inc. facility is larger than 
the previous loca on, which has 
allowed the company to add more 
administra ve and on‐site technical 
support staff and includes a larger 
warehouse. This will ensure a faster 
turnaround me on communica ons, 
sales and repairs.  
 
wisycom.com 
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Demonstra ons included comparisons 
of stereo source material with 
tradi onal mixing techniques and 
spa aliza on rendered with Adamson 
Fletcher Machine. During the 
comparisons, guests walked around  
the space to hear sound quali es 
perceived in various posi ons in the 
theatre. 
 
Spanish sound designer Javier Isequilla 
of Woods Engineering said of the 
demo, “I was intrigued by the 
presenta on so much that I repeated 
my visit a second day. The reverb 
engine was impressive, as well as the 
overall user experience. The availability 
of the virtual Adamson Fletcher 
Machine to run on personal computers 
was smart. I downloaded the free 
so ware at the show to start 
experimen ng with the technology.”  
 
Adamson will demonstrate its spa al 
audio systems featuring its suite of 
technologies at InfoComm 2023 in 
Orlando, FL, June 14‐16. 
 
 
 
 
 
adamsonsystems.com 

Over 300 sound engineers, integrators, 
and audio architects received an 
educa onal demonstra on on the 
benefits Adamson’s spa al rendering 
engine provides to sound system design 
and audience enjoyment.  
 
Featuring Adamson Fletcher Machine 
and a sound system employing 
Adamson CS‐ and IS‐Series cabinets, the 
event was hosted at Theatre Lliure, a 
member of the European public theatre 
network mitos21. Visitors a ended one 
of 10 sessions in the in mate space.  
 
Demonstra on host and Director of 
Opera ons EMEA, Jochen Sommer 
explained, “Our approach in showcasing 
spa aliza on technology is to start with 
the historical simplicity of the 
techniques. The Adamson Fletcher 
Machine is named a er the father of 
stereophonic sound, Harvey Fletcher. 
His prac cal experiments in the 1930s 
are what we’re rendering in real‐ me 
today.”  
 

 
 www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

Spatial and immersive audio benefits 
demonstrated by Adamson at ISE 2023 

Adamson Fletcher Machine 
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Located in suburban Fort Worth, the 
Mansfield Independent School District 
(ISD) facili es include the Dr. Jim 
Vaszauskas Center for the Performing 
Arts, a freestanding 142,000 square‐
foot facility used for live music and 
theater events. It also func ons as a 
professional development center, with 
a conference/banquet area, breakout 
rooms and computer labs, crea ng a 
profit center for the school district 
while serving its students, staff and 
community.  
 
During the pandemic, the facility began 
experiencing end‐of‐life issues with 
some of the high‐end technology 
installed there, necessita ng a full 
refurbishment. Mansfield ISD engaged 
CRUX Technology & Security Solu ons 
(Fort Worth) to make an in‐depth 
assessment of the situa on, then make 
recommenda ons on how best to bring 
the facility back to state‐of‐the‐art 
standards, in line with the district’s 
needs and vision. The PA solu on CRUX 
recommended was designed around 
Electro‐Voice X2 line‐array 
loudspeakers in combina on with  
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represent Grade A technology, and the 
X2 delivers a significant audio upgrade 
with a smaller footprint, and with less 
impact on sightlines. Bosch (EV and 
Dynacord’s parent company) was also 
one of the few manufacturers that 
could actually deliver the product in 
our required me frame.” 
 
The ability to deliver a large system in a 

mely manner was cri cal, as the CRUX 
design actually created the largest 
permanent installa on of EV X‐Line 
Advance in North America, with a total 
of 67 full‐range cabinets plus ten 
subwoofers, making the 5500‐seat 
auditorium’s PA system worthy of 
hos ng major touring concert events. 
In addi on, both the le  and right sides 
of the semicircular room can be walled 
off to create smaller dedicated spaces, 
each with its own sound system and 
sea ng for 640.  
 
The main auditorium PA consists of 
twin 13‐box X2‐212 arrays, each with 
11 X2‐212 90° boxes above two 120° 
models to ensure full coverage across 
the front.  

Dynacord’s IPX series amplifiers. DSP, 
me delays, speaker op miza on, and 

system control were programmed into 
the amplifiers via Dynacord SONICUE 
Sound System So ware. The physical 
installa on was executed by another 
established area company, Electro 
Acous cs. 
 
One key element of the upgrade was 
reinforcing the performing arts center’s 
ability to generate revenue for the 
school district by hos ng na onal 
touring produc ons with its in‐house 
sound system. This requirement is easily 
met by the EV‐Dynacord solu on, which 
provides a level of all‐around 
performance and control that 
represents a marked improvement over 
the venue’s previous system.  
 
“We specified the Electro‐Voice and 
Dynacord products very deliberately on 
this project,” notes Mason Brooks, 
Senior AV Consultant at CRUX. “Since 
legacy product end‐of‐life and supply 
chain issues were driving forces on the 
project, we did not have the luxury of 
allowing alternates. These brands  

www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

Mansfield ISD Center for the Performing Arts installs  
largest Electro-Voice X2 system in North America 



The low end is amply supplied by a 
center hang of ten X12‐125F dual‐15” 
flying subwoofers, notable for their 

ghtly‐controlled cardioid output. To 
ensure full coverage to the back of the 
capacious auditorium, three delay 
arrays of seven X2‐212/120 enclosures 
are evenly spaced to cover the back of 
the room. 
 
Audio for the two side rooms is 
provided by independent 10‐box line 
arrays, u lizing the 90° dispersion X2‐
212 to achieve full coverage in those 
narrower spaces. These side room 
hangs were op mized via SONICUE to 
deliver sufficient low end without 
requiring addi onal subwoofers.  
 
The en re PA system is powered by 16 
Dynacord IPX20:4 amplifiers. With 
20,000 wa s in just two RU of space, 
these Dante‐enabled smart amplifiers 
house significant DSP power and are 
part of the SONICUE ecosystem.  
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“The Dynacord IPX amps were 
important to ensure the reliability of 
the system,” explains Mason Brooks. 
“The arts center is in a loca on that’s 
known for having occasional power 
outages, and the facility is used as a 
reunifica on point for Mansfield 
schools in case of emergency. The 
Dynacord amps solve that problem 
beau fully. The Ghost Power 
technology acts as a power backup un l 
the building’s backup generators kick 
in. So as soon as the power returns, 
sound is happening without wai ng for 
the amps to reboot. It’s a huge upgrade 
that addresses the cri cal needs of 
mass no fica on and evacua on.”  
 
In replacing dated system 
infrastructure with a modern Dante 
network, finding an appropriate 
loca on for the new amplifiers 
presented a minor challenge. 
Fortunately, with only 16 amps needed 
to accommodate 320,000 wa s of 
power, the exis ng catwalk in the main 
auditorium could handle the 
equipment racks without addi onal 
structural support. 
 
“In upgrading the facility, our flexibility 
was limited in terms of conduit runs,” 
explains Ryan Walker, Senior Account 
Manager at Electro Acous cs. 
“Fortunately, the catwalk made a pre y 
good midway point. We have about 
300 feet of CAT cable to bring the 
Dante network up to the amps. From 
there, we had manageable runs of 
about 300 to 400 feet of copper out to 
the various speaker posi ons. So really, 
the Dynacord product design was a big 
part of the solu on.” Walker also notes 
that installa on of the line arrays was 
remarkably easy. “We were fortunate 
that the auditorium had a motorized 
hoist system in place for the massive 
self‐powered system we were 
replacing,” notes Walker. “The posi ve 
pin‐locking system on the EV arrays 
made it easy to stack the speakers and 
build the arrays in place. EV’s hardware 
design is outstanding, so the 
reinstalla on was ten mes faster than 
most typical line array systems.”  
 

www.electrovoice.com 

www.dynacord.com 

SONICUE was thus used to implement 
key system design elements, including  
loudspeaker op miza on, room EQ, 

me delay and subwoofer direc onality. 
Addi onally, IPX amps employ Eco‐Rail 
technology to reduce power 
consump on by up to 50%, which was a 
big selling point for the school district.  
 
Another unique func on of IPX’s 
energy‐efficient feature set is Ghost 
Power – a problem‐solving technology 
that ensures the amplifer and 
processing will instantaneosly recover 
from mains power glitches. It eliminates 
reboot issues that might  
occur during a short‐term outage or a 
transi on to a secondary power source 
by ensuring the amplifiers have 
sufficient power in reserve to maintain 
DSP through generator startup. IPX 
achieves this without the need for an 
expensive uninterruptable power supply 
(UPS) system or non‐network 
components. 
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X2-212 

Electro-Voice equipment:  
42x X2-212/90 line-array loudspeaker, 90° dispersion  

25x X2-212/120 line-array loudspeaker, 120° dispersion  
10x X12-125F dual 15” flying subwoofer  

7x X12TE-GRID rigging kit for X2 line arrays  
1x X12-125F-GRID rigging kit for flying subwoofers  

 
Dynacord equipment:  

16x IPX20:4 DSP power amplifier, four channels x 5000 W 
1x SONICUE Sound System Software 



The Jerash Fes val for Culture and Arts, 
tradi onally held in July, transforms the 
ancient city of Jerash into one of the 
world’s liveliest and most spectacular 
events. In December 2022, a er a 
three‐year, pandemic‐enforced 
absence, the fes val was back in force 
with an impressive line‐up of top 
regional ar sts. For the eighth year 
running, Amman‐based live produc on 
specialists, Triad Live Produc ons, were 
tasked with full sound and ligh ng 
produc on for the event. Their sound 
system of choice was KV2.  
 
“The setup this year was a li le 
different,” explains Triad’s General 
Manager, Amjad T. Marar. “In the main 
5,000‐capacity South Theatre, we were 
required to install a large truss 
structure on stage with a height of 
16m. Ul mately, that worked to our 
advantage as we flew a VHD2.0 cabinet 
le  and right at 16m that took care of 
the upper er sea ng; and thanks to its 
ver cal dispersion of 40 degrees, it also 
provided perfect coverage all the way 
down to the bo om of the middle 
sea ng sec on as well.  
 
“We set up another pair of VHD2.0s 
ground stacked le  and right at the 
front of the stage at a height of 6m off 
the ground (on top of the subs) to 
cover the lower sea ng areas,” he 
con nues. “In terms of subwoofers, we 
deployed a total of 8 x VHD4.18s and  
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My answer to that is always the same ‐ 
forget the hanging bananas! Just close 
your eyes and try to forget your 
tradi onal no ons of what SHOULD 
sound good ‐ just listen!  
 
“We’ve been working with KV2 Audio 
for 15 years now, and we have not had 
a single complaint from anyone. For my 
money, these are the best sound 
systems on the planet, period!” 
 

www.kv2audio.com 

www.triad‐av.com 

 

4 x VHD2.16 ground stacked le  and 
right. A double ES1.0 systems and four 
ES2.16s acted as side fills and 20 x EX12 
stage monitors completed the system.”  
For the smaller, 2,000‐capacity North 
Theatre, Triad opted for a double ES1.0 
system supplemented by four ES2.16 
subwoofers.  
 
“The sound we achieved was incredible 
to say the least,” affirms Marar. “Of 
course, we had the occasional comment 
from certain sound engineers along the 
lines of, “Where are the speakers?”  

www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

KV2 Audio rocks Jerash Festival in Jordan with Triad Live Productions 



Held in the University of Miami Watsco 
Center in Miami, the 2022 La n Billboard 
Awards celebrated both the classic 
icons and modern‐day hit‐makers of 
La nx music using versa le JBL 
Professional VTX Series speakers, 
supplied by Reflec ons Produc ons. 
Like all televised award shows filmed 
live with an audience, the La n 
Billboards required an audio rig that 
provided full‐scale live sound for the 
audience and accommodated both the 
performers and presenters with proper 
dynamics and EQ. To meet these lo y 
requirements, Florida‐based 
Reflec ons Produc ons––in 
conjunc on with Acoutech Corp, who 
handled stage and digital audio 
distribu on––deployed a versa le and 
camera‐friendly setup using JBL VTX 
A12, A8 and B28 speakers.  
 
“The challenges with awards shows 
increase significantly compared to 
normal live music shows,” said Raphael 
"Raphie" Alkins, FOH Produc on Mixer, 
N & N. Audio Inc. “You not only have all 
the ergonomic and logis cal demands–
–it must be lightweight, extremely high 
fidelity, very quiet or very powerful––
you also need to make sure that the 
system sounds the same in every 
audience seat. When you think you 
have it all covered, you’re told you’re in 
a camera shot or blocking a light or LED 
screen, and it is back to the drawing 
board to find a compromise.”  
 
“Weight capacity is always an issue at 
awards shows, since the biggest 
limita on is always that the show’s 
producers don’t want to see speakers 
in the shots––especially for a broadcast 
with so many visual produc on 
elements,” added JC Aguila, Network 
Technical Manager, Engineering & Tech 
Field Ops, Telemundo Network. 
“Luckily, JBL speakers and especially 
the VTX Series provide great SPL and an 
ergonomic banana curve design, which 
lets us raise the points way high and 
out of the shots and curve the line 
array. They’re just so flexible.” 
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“This was the first me we used the 
B28 at the Billboards,” explained Raul 
Gonzalez, Senior Specialist for 
Produc on Applica ons at HARMAN 
Professional Solu ons and FOH Music 
Mixer for the event. “There were a lot 
of musical elements on this show that 
have a lot of low frequency extension, 
like reggaeton and hip‐hop 
performances, and normally they will 
hang nine S28s per side. This year, they 
were able to do it with six B28s per 
side, and even with less subs they had a 
significantly rounder, deeper sounding 
low end.” 
 
 
pro.harman.com 

The La n Billboards team u lized the 
JBL VTX A12 and even smaller VTX A8 
line array with 110‐degree dispersion, 
as both speakers share the same high‐
frequency drivers, a newly redesigned 
Radia on Boundary Integrator and 
streamlined rigging system among other 
features. When used together, both line 
arrays provided the frequency range 
and dynamics needed for the many 
genres of music performed that night, 
as well as the precise coverage and 
clarity required for presenters speaking 
at podiums or from the audience, all 
while staying out of the camera’s view. 
 
JBL VTX B28 subwoofers completed the 
show’s rig, providing reinforced, 
distor on‐free impact to the A12 and 
A8’s already‐impressive low end. With a 
linear bass response down to 25 Hz, 
omnidirec onal or cardioid mode 
support and a two‐way rigging system, 
the B28 provides sufficient low‐end 
presence whether stacked or flown. Like 
the rest of the VTX family, the B28 also 
pairs performance with ergonomics 
thanks to its lightweight enclosure. 
Finally, the en re setup u lized Crown 
amplifiers and JBL Performance 
Manager so ware for reliable output 
and high‐bandwidth processing. 
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Latin Billboard Awards celebrate icons and modern stars  
with JBL Professional solutions 



Located in Salem, Oregon, Alpha Sound 
is rapidly establishing a reputa on for 
excellence across the US for its work in 
designing and installing sound systems 
in houses of worship. Following a 
recent project at St Mary’s Cathedral of 
the Immaculate Concep on in Portland, 
lead engineer Devin Sheets and the 
Alpha Sound team have added further 
to their creden als with another 
successful installa on at the pres gious 
Mount Angel Abbey monastery of 
Benedic ne monks, established 140 
years ago in St. Benedict, Oregon.  
 
“The brief at Mount Angel Abbey was 
to amplify the spoken word throughout 
the abbey with the exact same sonic 
character and mbre as that of the 
unamplified choir, while also providing 
pris ne audio capture for the live 
streaming of choral music” reports 
Devin. “And, of course, the system had 
to be as unobtrusive as possible in such 
a historic building.”  
 
With line array clusters and delays 
deemed inappropriate in this case, 
thoughts turned quickly to NEXO’s  
ID84 column speaker. “In a highly 
reverberant space with up to 5 seconds 
of decay, it’s difficult enough to 
understand speech at 15 feet, let alone 
150 feet away at the back of the  
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on custom‐built wireless microphone 
stands, and located discreetly in areas 
of acous c shadow to capture the choir 
without encountering any direct sound 
from the speakers. 
 
alphasound.tech 
nexo‐sa.com 

abbey” says Sheets. “The sound of the 
ID84 is amazingly smooth and natural, 
and it fires like a laser beam to deliver 
total clarity right to the back. It’s just 
perfect for this type of applica on.”  
 
Also from NEXO’s ID Series, ultra‐
compact ID14s are deployed to cover 
the nave, the choir area, an addi onal 
side chapel and organist wai ng area, 
and 6 per side along the triforium, 
essen ally a U‐shaped balcony around 
the front and sides of the space.  
 
Power and processing come from 
NEXO’s DTD controllers and amplifiers. 
“It really helps the budget to have an 
appropriately‐powered amplifica on 
solu on that doesn’t compromise on 
quality in any way” says Sheets, “And 
it’s also important that the system is 
easy to use by anybody in the absence 
of trained operators.” A range of DPA 
microphones is used at podiums,  
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Nexo ID84 aligns sound quality of the choir  
and spoken word at Mount Angel Abbey 



For nearly four decades as a Clear‐
Com® partner, Savana Comunicacoes 
Ltd. has provided Clear‐Com technology 
for a wide variety of applica ons, 
including Broadcast, live events, 
corporate, house of worship, and 
industrial projects. Now, in partnership 
with Painal Mul servicos, Savana has 
extended its reach into public and 
government sectors with a unique 
applica on in five Brazilian ci es to aid 
the city’s police and emergency 
services as part of Brazil’s “Smart City” 
ini a ve.  
 
Ini ated by Ricardo José, Technical 
Director at Painal Mul servicos, the 
result is an easy‐to‐use system u lizing 
communica on over IP that speeds up 
response me and enhances the ability 
of emergency services to coordinate 
and react to virtually any type of issue 
that might present itself in the urban 
landscape. “When it comes to law 
enforcement, police, and civil defense, 
as well as SAMU [Brazil’s ambulance 
service], these teams cannot afford to 
wait for communica ons in the middle 
of a catastrophe,” Ricardo explains.  
“They need access to immediate 
communica on. Their core business is 
cri cal mission tasks, so they adapt and 
benefit the most from the solu ons 
Clear‐Com delivers.”  
 
Savana’s Director of Engineering, Joao 
Pedro Machado Homem (“JP”) 
describes the system as “cloud comms” 
– an idea that became a reality during 
the pandemic, a means of expanding 
Savana’s services while adap ng to the 
growing trend of intercom as a service. 
They rent IP ports on an Eclipse® HX 
Digital Matrix Intercom System (Omega 
Frame) with an E‐IPA card, which is 
installed in Savana’s technical center in 
Rio de Janeiro and connected to the 
public network. Then, they rent out Iris 
panels, Clear‐Com headsets, and Agent‐
IC® licenses for all users to 
communicate remotely out in the field. 
It’s a system that works seamlessly: 
“They install the panel, I send the IP 
address and password, and it just starts 
to work,” JP says. 
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instantaneous,” says Elizângela Cecilio, 
Secretary of Educa on for Tatui. “This 
has been greatly beneficial for the 
safety of our children and employees, 
and we want to tell our friends, the 
municipal teams in neighboring ci es 
[about it], so they can also implement 
Clear‐Com’s technology in their 
communi es.” 
 
JP says that the goal is to deploy  
Clear‐Com technology in more areas of 
Brazil as 5G connec vity spreads. “Now 
we have five ci es that can talk to each 
other over IP, so they can cooperate. 
The next step is to use Agent‐IC in 
police and emergency vehicles instead 
of radio." 
 
clearcom.com 

Tatui’s Clear‐Com system also 
strengthens security in public schools, 
allowing emergency services to 
communicate effec vely and respond 
more quickly to any situa on with 
precision and efficiency. The schools 
already have ‘smart’ security cameras 
that automa cally send an alert to 
police when necessary, JP explains, “But 
cameras and informa on aren’t enough. 
You have to be able to communicate 
and send that informa on to the proper 
people in the emergency services so 
they can take ac on.”  
 
For Tatui, where the  from public 
schools has been an ongoing issue, it’s 
an important partnership. “The 
communica ons technology they 
supplied us with is fast and  
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Clear-Com IP systems enhance ‘Smart City’ initiative in Brazil 



Andrew Lloyd Webber’s record‐
breaking, award‐winning musical  
Cats has embarked on a large‐scale 
interna onal tour throughout Europe, 
direct from its sell‐out seasons at the 
London Palladium. Rather than touring 
tradi onal theatre venues, the tour 
takes in significantly larger arenas 
which typically pose challenges for 
sound designers wan ng to replicate 
the sonic intricacies and detail 
expected from such a high‐profile 
produc on.  
 
With audio produc on supplied by 
Autograph Sound, sound designer  
Greg Pink had no hesita on in turning 
to KV2 Audio loudspeakers to fulfil the 
task in hand.  
 
“Having been designing musicals for 
over 30 years, I have used PAs from 
many different manufacturers, but it is 
without doubt that KV2 Audio’s range 
of loudspeakers are second to none!” 
enthuses Pink. “Whether you are using 
them in a small theatre or a large arena  
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Assuming the role of Head of Sound for 
the tour is Jens Drieghe who – like an  
ever‐increasing number of audio 
professionals – has enjoyed similar 
experiences with KV2 Audio’s products 
in the real world.  
 

they handle the job perfectly. We are 
currently touring a produc on of Cats  
around European arenas using a VHD 
system. The system looks ridiculously 
small in the venues, but the clarity and 
coverage are phenomenal. The dynamic 
range of the system allows us to run the 
system louder, if needed, without the 
risk of any distor on.  
 
“The throw required in these arenas  
can be up to 100 meters which we easily 
achieve with just 6 x VHD2.0s and 12 x 
VHD4.18 subwoofers,” he con nues.  
 
“All VHD2.0s are flown, so for the 
audience si ng front of stage, 
consistent coverage is achieved with a 
just a pair of ESR215s and 4 x EX26s.”  
 
Speaking more broadly about KV2, Pink 
adds, “As a designer, KV2 gives you 
exactly what you want – clarity at any 
level, frequency response and even 
coverage. If KV2 says the box is 110 
degrees then it is, without any loss of 
certain frequencies.”  
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KV2 Audio provides Purrrfect sound for arenas 



“I first came into contact with KV2 
during a demo at PLASA several years 
ago and was immediately impressed,” 
he recalls. “The first me I had the 
pleasure of mixing on a full KV2 rig was 
during the run of ‘Bring It On – The 
Musical’ at the Queen Elizabeth Hall, 
London where we used a combina on 
of ESR212s with EX6, 10 and 26s as fills. 
For the ‘smaller’ shows on Cats we took 
it a step further by using ESR215 mkIIs 
and EX15 as main PA with SL412, 
ESD25, EX6, 12 and 26s as centre fill, 
delays and fills complemented by EX1.8 
and VHD2.18J subs and then the 
VHD2.0 system for the arena leg of the 
tour.”  
 
Drieghe is par cularly struck by the 
quality of reproduc on and the  
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“So many people from audience 
members to local crew and promoters 
have taken me to congratulate me on 
the quality of the sound, and it all starts 
with an amazing system which gives me 
a pla orm to do my thing and make the 
show sound great,” he concludes. “I 
was impressed a er the first demo and 
a er around a year of mixing on KV2 I 
am totally convinced. There is no going 
back anymore – this is by far the best 
system I have ever mixed on!”  
 
Remarking on the sound following a 
performance at the Spektrum Arena, 
Trondheim Norway was Pendabede 
Stally, Director & Business Manager for 
Nick Grace Management – the 
producers behind Cats and countless 
other high profile theatre produc ons.  
“The audio system Greg has chosen for 
this arena leg of the tour is so 
outstandingly clear that I couldn’t help 
but to comment on it,” he says. “Whilst 
not being an audio pro (that’s Greg and 
Jens’ job…) I really did no ce the 
difference. There is a clarity and 
crispness to the sound that I presumed 
would be difficult to achieve in an 
arena and it is certainly dis nct from 
other set‐ups we have toured 
previously. The unique proper es of 
each performer’s voice were preserved 
in the amplifica on giving the audience 
something they may not get from other 
systems – an enhanced layer of quality.  
 
“It was par cularly no ceable right at 
the top of the show in the opening 
scene where each cat introduces 
him/herself, their solo voices si ng on 
top of the music and backing vocals in 
such a dis nct way,” he relates. “I’ve 
never heard it like that and I really 
enjoyed the difference ‐ and when it’s 
good, it’s good to say so!”  
 
Stally rounds off with the simple 
observa on that, “We’ve enjoyed using 
KV2 systems over the past couple of 
years on this and other shows in a 
variety of very different environments 
and, in addi on to the sonic benefits, 
the weight saving when it comes to 
rigging in difficult venues is also greatly 
appreciated.” 
 

www.kv2audio.com 

intelligibility 
of KV2 
systems: 
“From the 
moment you 
switch on a 
KV2 system 
and play 
some music 
you know 
you are 
dealing with 
something 
special,” he 
notes. “I can 
make sure 
that every 
word of the 
show can be 

clearly heard in every seat in the 
auditorium, even in massive arenas, 
where a band can sound in mate and 
distant in one moment and instantly 
switch to in‐your‐face rock n’ roll the 
next, without ever losing detail. It’s so 
clean that you can pick up individual 
voices even  
during big ensemble songs, and the 
slightest fader move is audible on a KV2 
rig which lets me put a lot of detail in 
my mixes.” 
 
He con nues: “The VHD system used in 
the arena shows delivers something 
that seems simply impossible when you 
look at the size of it. Yet, we deliver high 
quality sound to every seat – with only 
six speakers in the air and plenty of 
headroom le !  
 
 www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 



To provide modern and impac ul live 
sound for rock veterans REO 
Speedwagon, Styx and Loverboy on 
their Live and Unzoomed Tour, San 
Diego‐based and long me JBL partner 
Sound Image enlisted a selec on of JBL 
Professional and Crown audio 
solu ons. “The main goal was simple—
to provide a fun and exci ng 
experience for the audience that makes 
them want to come back to our shows 
again and again,” said Joe Walsh, Front‐
of‐House for REO Speedwagon. “Even 
though these bands are considered 
‘legacy’ bands, we had to approach our 
live mixes in a contemporary manner 
that audiences expect in 2022. Modern 
live mixes require fidelity, punch and 
control, and we needed a system that 
was easily configurable and scalable 
while s ll providing the tonal balance 
and low distor on we are striving for.”  
 
The JBL VTX V25‐II‐CS made up the 
majority of the Live and Unzoomed 
sound rig, with over 50 speakers used 
as the main and side hangs.  
 
“We prefer to have a full‐range sound 
coming from the flown arrays, which 
the VTX drivers provide,” said Chris 
“Cookie” Hoff, Front‐of‐House for Styx. 
“The bass guitar to kick drum frequency 
range is crucial to us, and the V25 
provides the phase response and 
frequency response in that area that 
we were looking for.”  
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Alongside the line arrays, the JBL  
VTX S28 provided ample low end  
and impact as both grounded and 
suspended subs. Built with two 2269H 
18‐inch transducers and a cardioid 
mode for reinforced rear rejec on, the 
S28 ensures low‐end clarity and detail 

that complements a 
rig of any size. 
Addi onally, the S28 
thrives as suspended 
speakers thanks to 
the same rigging 
system found in the 
V25. 
 
Finally, 72 Crown  
I‐Tech 12000 HD 
Amplifiers provide 
ample power for the 
en re rig. Designed 
with the latest in 
touring amplifica on 
technology, the I‐
Tech 1200 features 
the BSS OMNIDRIVE 
HD engine for 
processing me and 
clarity that far 
exceeds its 
predecessors. 
 
 
 

pro.harman.com 

Along with the V25, the live rig also 
includes eight JBL VTX V20 speakers, 
featuring the same design as the V25  
in a smaller enclosure, as front fills. 
Despite its compact design, the V20 was 
specifically designed for even horizontal 
coverage up to 105 degrees and delivers 
notably high output compared to other 
similarly sized speakers.  

 www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

Sound Image provide the rock veterans’ Live and Unzoomed Tour 
with a wide variety of JBL Professional and Crown audio solutions 



To provide rock legend Alice Cooper 
with impac ul and dynamic audio for 
his 2022 US tour, SLS Produc on 
Services implemented a diverse 
selec on of JBL Professional audio 
solu ons. 
 
“All the sound and front‐of‐house guys 
want to mix on the newest and the 
latest and the greatest, and us being a 
JBL house and having A12s, that was a 
no‐brainer,” added Hartman. “Even 
though it's got a 12‐inch low frequency 
driver, it's s ll full range and acts like a 
15‐inch box. It’s also a li le bit smaller, 
lighter weight and even easier to fly 
than the V25, so even less labor 
intensive overall. And the fact that it's a 
good sounding box is a huge bonus.”  
 
Along with its lightweight and compact 
design, the A12 also features the VTX 
Series’ trademark easy‐rigging system 
for streamlined deployment and 
takedown by crews of any size. As a 
result, Hartman and his crew found 
that using the A12 alongside older VTX 
line arrays, like the VTX V25 and the 
VTX A8 with 110‐degree dispersion, 
was seamless and hassle‐free both in 
terms of rigging and tuning.  
 
“We had twelve V25s per side with an 
addi onal twelve A12s per side for 
sidefill hangs,” explained Hartman. “JBL 
made sure that when you deploy the 
A12 with older models in Performance 
Manager so ware, they work together 
seamlessly. We figured out how to 
program the older V25 box with the 
A12 and make it seamless from side to 
side, and it works really well.” 
 
In addi on to the line arrays, the live rig 
also includes JBL VTX B18, B28 and G28 
subwoofers to deliver the impact and 
immersion expected from a rock show. 
All three speakers u lize specially built 
18‐inch woofers with JBL’s patented 
Differen al Drive technology for a wide 
dynamic range, improved 
responsiveness and low‐end clarity 
even at higher outputs.  
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“We set the B28s in cardioid on their 
carts dead center in front of the stage 
because they were shallower than the 
G28, so that we could get the barricade 
closer to the center of the stage where 
Alice likes to see the people,” said 
Hartman. “Then we deployed the G28s 
on the outside of those, in cardioid 
configura on across the front of the 
stage, with the A8s for front fills on  
each of those sub deployments. Then 
the B18s were also alongside the A8s  
on the side fills. 
 
pro.harman.com 
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SLS Production Services equips the “Godfather of Shock Rock”  
with an audio rig featuring JBL VTX Series speakers 
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Nowatron Elektronik and AudioMaster CZ install HARMAN 
professional audio solutions to connect the hotel to the  

O2 Arena and Universum via a networked AV system 
 
To provide the Stages Hotel Prague with a comprehensive 
and versa le networked audio system, AV integrators 
Nowatron Elektronik and AudioMaster CZ installed a wide 
range of dynamic and powerful HARMAN Professional audio 
solu ons. The Stages Hotel’s audio system is divided into 13 
zones, each capable of independent AV output. Some zones 
also include sub‐areas such as conference rooms, which in 
turn have their own output. Such an intricate system was 
only possible thanks to the BSS BLU806DA digital signal 
processor with BLU link and Dante. The system’s Dante‐
based protocol allows for easy reconfiguring or expansion  
in the future, should the hotel need to do so in order to 
accommodate either of the O2 venues. Along with the 
BLU806DA, the system backend also u lizes BSS BLU BIB 
input expanders and BLU BOB1 output expanders to 
maximize the network’s reach within the hotel and seamlessly connect with the O2 Arena and Universum’s respec ve 
systems. Finally, BSS EC‐4BV ethernet controllers allow hotel staff and guests to quickly and easily control the audio signal for 
each zone and subzone. Hotel staff can also control each zone wirelessly from a smart tablet. The installa on team installed 
over 200 JBL ceiling, pendant, wall‐mounted and outdoor speakers throughout the hotel to best accommodate each area’s 
specific requirements. Finally, the installa on team powered the system with both JBL CSA and Crown CDi Series amplifiers. 
pro.harman.com 

dBs Institute of Sound & Digital Technologies  
installs PMC monitors in two Dolby Atmos studios 

 
PMC’s reputa on as an industry leader in the immersive audio 
market has led dBs Ins tute of Sound & Digital Technologies to 
choose the company’s loudspeakers for two new Dolby Atmos 
Music studios it is opening at its Manchester and Bristol 
campuses. dBs Ins tute also has a campus in Plymouth. The 
new Dolby Atmos studios will be used by all students, 
including those working in Game Development, Game Sound 
and Sound Design. Ma  Bernard, Head of Opera ons at dBs, 
adds: “We spent a lot of me researching Dolby Atmos setups 
and received a lot of support from Dolby and our acous c 
designer, Miloco Builds. It became clear from the research that 
PMC is an industry standard for Atmos studios, and we wanted 
to make sure our students were working with the same kit 
that they will find in commercial environments.  Also, the fact 
they sound incredible helps!” Ma  adds, “PMC’s new 
SoundAlign so ware was really helpful when we were se ng 
up the lecture theatre as it allowed us to easily calibrate the monitors in the room.” The upgrade to the facili es at dBs 
Ins tute Bristol have also been significant. Alongside the installa on of a new Dolby Atmos studio, dBs installed a Games 
suite, made improvements to the common spaces at its Mitchell Lane campus and invested in more d&b T Series speakers so 
that it can provide a full line array for small fes val stages. In total three PMC6‐2s were installed, along with six Ci65s, two 
Ci140s and two PMC8‐2 subs. The studio, which also had an Avid MTRX, is now fully opera onal while the Atmos room in 
Manchester was also ready for students to use in January 2023. 
pmc‐speakers.com 
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Located 30 kilometres from the 
Philippine capital of Manila, 
Dasmariñas City has seen explosive 
growth in recent decades. Founded in 
1990, the Dasmariñas Church of God 
(COG) was originally housed in a small 
rural complex. COG has seen 
impressive growth, which led the 
worship team to build a dedicated  
five‐storey Genera on Blessing Building 
in the heart of Dasmariñas to serve 
their current 15,000‐plus congrega on 
be er. 
 
L‐Acous cs Cer fied Provider 
Distributor for the Philippines, 
Metatech has been servicing the 
church’s audio, video, and ligh ng 
needs since 2012. Metatech was tasked 
with upgrading the audio system in 
both the large and small sanctuaries 
earlier this year. In 2012, Metatech had 
already worked with COG to address 
poor acous cs due to reflec ve wall 
surfaces. At the me, they installed a 
combina on of acous c treatment and 
a sound system based on L‐Acous cs 
Kara. Now, COG chose to upgrade the 
first‐genera on Kara to Kara II with the 
addi on of PanflexTM. horizontal 
direc vity to be er focus sound on  
the audience area only, avoiding 
unwanted reflec ons from venue walls. 
“The upgrade was quick and budget 
friendly as we could upgrade COG’s 
park of Kara to Kara II using upgrade 
kits,” commented Metatech. 
 
Using Soundvision to predict SPL and 
coverage throughout the room 
accurately, Metatech, with the 
assistance of Applica on Engineers  
at L‐Acous cs, designed a Le /Right 
system for the main sanctuary 
composed of two flown arrays of  
eight Kara II each, with three SB18 
subwoofers flown behind each array.  
A ground stack of two SB28 subwoofers 
at the centre stage provides low‐
frequency extension L‐Acous cs 8XTs 
are placed along the stage for front‐fill, 
while four 12XT boxes are installed 
beneath a balcony ceiling. Six 12XT act  
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our everlas ng mission,” praises Head 
Pastor Dr. Anthony Velasco of COG 
Dasmariñas. “Along with posi ve 
feedback from members of our 
congrega on, sound engineers  
from other churches have visited us 
and benchmarked the sound of the  
L‐Acous cs Kara II system in our main 
hall as a point of reference in terms of 
quality. My team and I are greatly 
humbled,” concludes Head Pastor 
Anthony. 
 
metatech.ph 
l‐acous cs.com 

as monitors for stage performers, and 
the en re system is driven by five LA8 
and three LA4X amplified controllers. 
Metatech configured the system and 
conducted one‐on‐one training for the 
church’s technical team. 
 
“Our objec ves for Church of God’s 
mission are met with this new system. 
The current and future members of our 
congrega on will be able to experience 
a life‐changing worship service that they 
will never forget. L‐Acous cs has helped 
us to achieve this with the high‐quality 
sound system playing a major role in  

www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

Metatech Solutions and Systems Corp. installs Kara II for pristine 
speech and dynamic music in Church Of God Dasmariñas 

The system in COG Dasmarinas 
main hall consists of two flown 
arrays of eight L-Acoustics Kara II 
each with three SB18 subwoofers 
flown behind each array 
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Allen & Heath dLive pulling the strings for  
Eva Dahlgren & Royal Swedish Orchestra 

 
A er several Covid‐enforced cancella ons, 
the long‐planned collabora on between 
Swedish pop legend Eva Dahlgren, 
conductor‐arranger Hans Ek, and the Royal 
Swedish Orchestra finally took place in 
August with two sold‐out concerts at the 
Royal Opera House in Stockholm. With a 
wealth of experience in classical‐crossover 
produc ons, Peter Fredriksson, monitor 
engineer and owner of PFL Nordic, was 
handed the task of managing the show’s 
complex monitoring requirements. 
Fredriksson opted for an ultra‐compact dLive CTi1500 Control Surface, partnered with an 
IP8 Remote Controller at the mix posi on, connected to a DM0 MixRack. Onstage 
analogue I/O was provided by four DX32 Modular Expanders, connected to the DM0 via a 
DX Hub and gigaACE card. Addi onally, a trio of DX012 Output Expanders were used to 
feed the various in‐ear and wedge systems on the stage via AES and analogue. To capture the full dynamic range and mbre 
of the orchestra, Fredriksson ki ed out the four DX32 Modular Expanders with PRIME modules, delivering 112 PRIME mic 
preamps and 16 PRIME outputs all exploi ng the latest 32‐bit/96kHz AD/DA converters. A Dante card, fi ed in the DM0, was 
u lised to feed the PA, and a Waves V3 card was used for virtual soundcheck func onality. An IP6 Remote Controller was 
deployed for use by Hans Ek, the show’s conductor. 
allen‐heath.com 

Meyer Sound PANTHER system optimizes Ghost tour in USA 
 
A er scorching their way across America as co‐headliners with 
Volbeat early in 2022, the spellbinding Swedish rock band 
Ghost returned as the solo headliner for a late summer 
con nua on of “Imperatour.” On the earlier USA leg, the two 
bands had carried a Meyer Sound LEO® Family system, but for 
this tour segment Ghost punched through with a system built 
around Meyer Sound’s PANTHER large‐format linear line array 
loudspeakers. The systems engineer (SE) for both tour legs 
was Michael Lawrence, whose other hats include SE/FOH 
mixer for Miguel, senior instructor for Ra onal Acous cs, and 
co‐host of the ProSoundWeb Signal to Noise podcast. Ghost’s 
long‐ me FOH engineer, Dave Nutbrown, was also back for 
the second round and he recommended taking out another 
LEO Family rig. Versa lity was the order of the day as the tour was booked into arenas of varying sizes, shapes, and 
importantly, trim heights. Lawrence op mized the rig for each venue, hanging as much power as the space allowed. For 
larger arenas, a typical configura on would fly 16 PANTHER line array loudspeakers for each of the le  and right main hangs, 
all with the “L” narrow (80°) horn to maximize gain before feedback when the band uses a thrust that projects in front of the 
arrays. The 16 wide coverage (110°) PANTHER loudspeakers were all flown in the side hangs, with eight W cabinets over four 
L cabinets. The balance of the system comprised nine 1100‐LFC™ low‐frequency control elements flown per side in a cardioid 
configura on, bolstered on the floor by cardioid stacks of three 1100‐LFC elements per side on the floor and two under the 
center thrust. Front fills were eight LEOPARD® loudspeakers deployed along the stage and thrust. Op miza on and drive 
were handled by six Galileo® GALAXY 816 network pla orms linked by a dual redundant AVB network with analog backup. 
Credit is also due to the en re audio team, including PA Tech and RF Coordinator Michal Kacunel, PA Tech Sean McAdam, 
Ghost Monitor Engineer Ma  Kogle and Monitor Tech Sam Boone. 
meyersound.com 
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Thunder Audio recently powered 
Pitbull’s “Can’t Stop Us Now” tour with 
JBL Professional VTX line array systems 
and Crown amplifiers in stadiums and 
amphitheaters across North America. 
 
Based on their trust in JBL 
Professional’s legendary sound quality, 
Pitbull’s veteran front‐of‐house 
engineer Will Madera and produc on 
manager Victor Mar nez hired Thunder 
Audio to supply a complete stadium‐
ready JBL VTX system for the three‐
month tour. With the help of system 
engineer Nick Turner, the audio team 
selected and designed a state‐of‐the‐
art JBL touring sound solu on 
consis ng of VTX line array speakers 
and subwoofers, powered by Crown 
amplifiers. “I wanted the unique sound 
that the JBL VTX Series provides,” said  
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D2 compression drivers, the JBL VTX 
V25 delivered Madera’s expertly 
cra ed mixes with precision, clarity and 
high impact.  
 
To ensure total coverage in the venues, 
Turner’s system design also included 24 
VTX A12 speakers as suspended out fills 
(12 boxes per side), 16 VTX A8 as 270‐
degree wrap around speakers (eight 
per side), and eight VTX A8 as front fills. 
The award‐winning VTX A Series helped 
Madera and the Thunder Audio team—
Alex Mar nez, James Romeo and 
Jamichael Partridge—deliver powerful 
and balanced sound quality in every 
seat of every stadium and 
amphitheater on the tour. 
 
“The V25 speakers are nice as mains 
because of how much horsepower they  

Will Madera, Front‐Of‐House Engineer 
with Pitbull. “We needed a system that 
could simultaneously deliver an urban 
sound and a pop sound. The VTX system 
checks all the boxes we were looking for 
on this tour, which requires me to mix a 
live band with an urban pop sound. The 
system response is balanced with plenty 
of lows, and translates my mix very 
clearly. I definitely look forward to 
carrying JBL VTX line arrays on future 
tours.” 
 
The tour’s dynamic sound system 
features numerous speaker models 
from the VTX family of pro sound 
solu ons. The main le ‐right hang 
consisted of 36 JBL VTX V25 speakers 
(18 boxes per side). With Differen al 
Drive transducers, a patented Radia on 
Boundary Integrator and revolu onary  

www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

FOH Engineer Will Madera selects JBL VTX line arrays and subs  
for their iconic sound quality and streamlined rigging 
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provide,” said Nick Turner, System 
Engineer with Pitbull and Audio Crew 
Chief with Thunder Audio. “The A8 
sounds absolutely stunning. I’m a big 
fan of the A8 because we can use it as 
front fills and wraparounds and it 
blends very well with the mains. The 
A12s sound great when paired with the 
B28 subs, which are pre y amazing. 
Will Madera absolutely loves the 
system and tells me how great it 
sounds every night.” 
 
To supplement the extreme lows, 16 
VTX S28 dual 18‐inch arrayable 
subwoofers (eight subs per side) were 
flown behind or beside the V25 boxes, 
depending on the venue’s rigging 
capabili es. Addi onally, the Thunder 
Audio team deployed 24 VTX B28 
subwoofers on the floor in front of the 
stage, arranged in eight cardioid arrays 
of three boxes each.  
 
Turner and his team powered the 
en re system with a total of 92 Crown 
I‐Tech 12000HD amplifiers. 
 
Finally, Turner u lized JBL Array Link—a 
mobile companion app that works in 
conjunc on with JBL’s latest LAC‐III 
so ware—to quickly and reliably 
disseminate all the technical details 
needed for his team to deploy the JBL 
VTX line array speakers each day. 
 
pro.harman.com 
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Solotech makes a mighty statement at Victoria Park  
with WPL line array 

 
There can be few produc on companies more familiar with 
the challenges of east London’s Victoria Park site than 
sound specialists Capital Sound (part of the Solotech UK 
Group). The main hangs on East stage comprised 13 MLA 
and a single MLD (downfill) box on each side per side, with 
side hangs of nine MLA stage right, and eight on stage le . 
Fron ills comprised eight Mar n Audio XD12, with a 
castellated cardioid broadside array of 20 MLX subs along 
the front. Further back, five delay points were set, 
populated by a total of 46 MLA Compact, with six MLX 
subwoofers in a cardioid design on the last two posi ons. 
Finally, stage sidefills comprised four SXHF218 subwoofers, 
and a pair each of Mar n Audio TORUS T1215 and T1230 
constant curvature boxes. Meanwhile, headlining West 
Stage— Main hangs comprised 12 WPL per side, while side hangs consisted of 10 
WPC (stage right) and 14 stage le , further augmented by eight WPS. The 
broadside array of subs comprised 11 SXHF218, while the two delay masts each 
supported 12 WPC. Monitors on West stage comprised 12 Mar n Audio LE1500, 
four SXHF218 subs and a pair each of TORUS T1215 and T1230. Joseph Pearce was 
Solotech’s system tech and Jackson Akers, tech at FOH. 
mar n‐audio.com 

BSB Sound up the ante for at Shrewsbury Flower Festival 
 
BSB Sound owner Mar n Bickley, whose 
company specialises in providing PA for all 
manner of outdoor shows, was looking for 
a fresh approach to deliver first class audio 
for the annual Shrewsbury Flower Show. 
He approached a long‐term associate, 
Robin Dibble, who also happens to be one 
of the Mar n Audio product support team. 
To supply the equipment, Bickley 
contacted Bristol based Mar n Audio 
partner, SWG Events, who were pleased to 
sub‐hire their powerful and ground‐
breaking Wavefront Precision WPL 
op mised line array. The two towers were 
also provided by SWG, whose head of 
audio, Simon Purse, assisted with the set‐
up. The DISPLAY 2 files were prepared by 
Robin Dibble and loaded into the amps 
ready for use by Purse, with some tweaks 
on set‐up days. “The main challenge,” 
Dibble con nued, “was ge ng accurate 
site informa on because of its unusual 
shape, and the fact it was the first me we 
had worked here. So we undertook terrain mapping with SketchUp, adjusted with on‐site surveys during set up.”  
mar n‐audio.com 
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With a heritage of cultural leadership 
extending back to 1945, the Jan 
Kochanowski Theatre in the southern 
Polish city of Opole is a mul ‐stage 
complex known for a variety of 
produc ons ranging from a classic 
theater fes val to cu ng edge 
contemporary drama. To keep one step 
ahead of the most rigorous demands 
for sound design, the theater recently 
upgraded its complement of Meyer 
Sound loudspeakers with the addi on 
of new LINA® very compact linear line 
array loudspeakers and the newest 
point source systems, the ULTRA‐X40™ 
and ULTRA‐X20™. A total of 44 
loudspeakers are now permanently 
installed in the 575‐seat main stage, 
with 26 addi onal systems available as 
needed for reconfigurable systems in 
the smaller stages. 
 
“Our new Meyer Sound systems offer a 
precise and transparent representa on 
of the processed audio signal,” says 
Robert Kondziela, who was the 
principal consultant on the project.  
“At the same me, the self‐powered 
concept allows you to easily adjust the 
system elements to the needs of the 
current produc on as you can control 
each element separately. And you can 
forget about problems related to the 
length of loudspeaker cables, which has  
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systems with 16 channels for the main 
stage and 12, eight and four channels 
respec vely for the smaller stages. The 
new audio systems were installed by 
the Wroclaw‐based integra on firm of 
M. Ostrowski, with design assistance 
from Krzysztof Polesinski and logis cal 
coordina on by Pawel Daszkiewicz of 
Polsound. 
 
meyersound.com 
Photos © Paweł Daszkiewicz 

a direct impact on the quality of the 
sound.” The main stage system is 
powered by le  and right arrays of 11 
each LINA loudspeakers, with deep bass 
bu ressed by four 900‐LFC™ low‐
frequency control elements. Fill and 
effects systems comprise two UPQ‐1D™ 
and four ULTRA‐X40 loudspeakers, with 
a pair of Galileo® GALAXY 816 network 
pla orms supplying system drive and 
op miza on. 
 
The theater also maintains an in‐house 
inventory of Meyer Sound loudspeakers 
that can be freely reconfigured as 
needed for the smaller stages in the 
theater complex. Sound designers can 
choose from a total complement of 14 
point source loudspeakers (ULTRA‐X40, 
UPA‐1P, UPA‐2P, UPJ‐1P™, and UPM‐
1P™), eight low‐frequency control 
elements (900‐LFC and 750‐LFC) and 
four MJF‐208 compact stage monitors, 
with one each Galileo® GALAXY 408 and 
Galileo GALAXY 816 processors available 
for signal distribu on. 
 
The complete renewal of audio systems 
in the theater complex also included the 
addi on of new DiGiCo digital mixing 
consoles (one SD10‐24T and three 
SD11), a flexible Optocore fiber op c 
signal distribu on network, and Shure 
Axient Digital wireless microphone  

www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

New sytems at Jan Kochanowski Theatre include  
Meyer Sound LINA, ULTRA-X40, and ULTRA-X20 loudspeakers 
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Longtime HARMAN associate and Relay For Life volunteer  
Everett Watts oversees the first public deployment of  
JBL Professional SRX900 Series line array speakers 

 
HARMAN Professional Solu ons recently partnered with the 
American Cancer Society to provide a powerful and dynamic 
JBL Professional SRX900 Series sound reinforcement system 
at the annual American Cancer Society Relay For Life of 
Santa Clarita Valley. In order to provide powerful, balanced 
audio quality for the thousands of a endees in an outdoor 
venue, event organizers needed a robust sound 
reinforcement system. HARMAN Professional Solu ons’ 
very own Evere  Wa s—a senior product specialist with 
JBL, AKG and Soundcra —has volunteered to provide the 
sound system at the Relay For Life of Santa Clarita Valley 
since 2001. For the recent edi on, Wa s was given 
permission to take brand new JBL SRX900 Series line arrays 
out for their first public deployment. “Ever since I started 
volunteering for the Relay For Life of Santa Clarita Valley  
21 years ago, HARMAN has always allowed me to use any 
gear I wanted, as long as I didn’t take out the newest products,” said Wa s. “I’ve used VRX rigs the past few mes, but this 
year was special because it was the first me HARMAN asked me to test out a brand new product during the event. I had the 
pleasure of debu ng the JBL SRX900 line arrays at this year’s event. With just twelve SRX906 full‐range boxes (six per side) 
and four SRX918 subwoofers, we were able to deliver plenty of volume and coverage—it sounded awesome.” 
pro.harman.com 

Lafayette Christian Academy’s audio upgrade  
powered by Allen & Heath AHM 

 
Lafaye e Chris an Academy has 
invested in a major audio system 
upgrade, which was a joint effort by 
Paul Mancuso of Vital Integrators and 
the team at Highway Marke ng. The 
first aspect of the upgrade was to the 
outdoor speakers by One Systems. Six 
were added for different home 
stadium zones, one for the Champions 
Square tailga ng sec on and one for 
the concession area. At the heart of 
the audio control center is the Allen & 
Heath AHM‐16. The 16x16 Audio 
Matrix Processor handles all of the 
input of the PA announcer, na onal anthem, special announcements, bumper music, and 
hype music. AHM processors deploy next‐genera on FPGA technology and 96kHz sample 
rate, bringing acclaimed Allen & Heath sound quality and sub‐millisecond latency to 
installa on. The audio engines have the power to deliver far more processing than the 
usual open architecture pla orms, including 8‐band PEQ, gate, compressor and delay on all 
input channels, and 8‐band PEQ, 30‐band GEQ, compressor, ANC, source selector, limiter 
and delay on all zone outputs. The power for the system is provided by 4 LEA Professional 
amplifiers. 
allen‐heath.com 
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Wharfedale Pro delivers explosive sound for fireworks extravaganza 
 
Fireworks displays 
require high‐powered 
audio and Wharfedale 
Pro provided the right 
gear to supplement a 
recent pyrotechnic 
event at Hun ngdon 
Racecourse. The 
integra on team at 
Sound Junkies 
deployed a 
Wharfedale Pro WLA‐
28A Ac ve Line Array 
system to support one 
of the largest 
fireworks displays in 
the region, organised by Komodo Events in support of the Magpas Air Ambulance. Due 
to the large‐scale nature of the event, the WLA‐28A system was deployed in three 
ground stacks along the 100‐metre field of view. The main le  and right stacks 
comprised 4 x WLA‐28A elements and 2 x WLA‐28SUBA ac ve subwoofers, while the 
central stack used 4 x WLA‐28A alongside 4 x WLA‐218BA Dual 18” ac ve subs. This 
configura on overcame the challenge of delivering extreme coverage across a wide 
outdoor space. Furthermore, all elements in the ac ve system used their own internal 
DSP presets. 
wharfedalepro.com 

Artful immersion for EM Acoustics at Frameless 
 
Billed as London’s first permanent immersive digital arts experience, 
Frameless opened its doors in Marble Arch with over 479 million 
pixels delivered by a million lumens of light and an awe‐inspiring 
score of classical and contemporary music delivered by 158 
loudspeakers from EM Acous cs. Dan Higgo  was responsible for the 
sound design, working in tandem with Autograph who handled the 
audio system integra on and data networking used by both audio 
and video. Higgo ’s brief was to design a physical sound system 
covering the en re site. Having established that the EMS‐41 was the 
right choice for some of the smaller wall cavi es, Higgo  arranged a 
trip to the EM Acous cs factory with Frameless CTO Simon Ken sh 
and Autograph’s Dave Prosser to listen to the rest of the EM range 
and finalise the specifica on. Higgo  specified R8s as the full range 
loudspeaker in each room. In the ‘Art of Abstrac on’ and ‘Colour in Mo on’ spaces they 
were deployed in a ‘quad’ configura on that formed the backbone of the sound design. To 
increase the spa al audio resolu on and pull the sound image lower so that sounds could 
be localised to the projected images, Higgo  used EMS‐41s embedded in custom‐designed 
wall apertures, except in ‘The Art of Abstrac on’ where he was able to use EMS‐51s rigged 
to the top of the projec on surfaces. Playback in all the rooms comes from Figure 53’s 
QLab, with system processing handled by Q‐SYS Core Nanos, with one for each room, plus 
one for all the circula on areas. The whole site runs over Dante, from QLab right through 
to the amplifiers. An impressive number of loudspeakers – 158 in total – cover the whole site including 72 EMS‐41s, 30 R8s, 
and 27 EMS‐51s plus a variety of subwoofers, all driven by a range of EM Acous cs amplifiers including six Di06D and six 
Di20D units from the company’s new Di 8‐channel range. 
emacous cs.co.uk  Photos © Jordan Curtis Hughes 
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As part of a video produc on 
technology upgrade ini a ve, the team 
at Harvard Athle cs chose Clear‐
Com®’s intercom solu ons to enhance 
their produc on value and improve 
their remote produc on flexibility. 
 
The ability to connect an en re sports 
event produc on team located in many 
different places calls for an innova ve 
approach, which is why Harvard 
Athle cs chose Clear‐Com’s intercom 
solu ons. “In the fast‐paced world of 
sports produc on, efficient 
communica ons technology and 
coordina on between our team is 
cri cal,” comments Imry. “The Clear‐
Com intercom solu ons are the 
backbone of communica ons between 
the en re produc on team. With 20+ 
team members working on a sports 
produc on on many different tasks at 
any given me, it's impera ve that 
people can talk and communicate with 
each other; whether it’s the camera 
team at the venue, the commentators, 
the band and music directors, the 
marke ng and promo onal team on 
the field, or the technical produc on 
team in the control room.” 
 
To address this crucial communica on 
workflow, Harvard uses the Clear‐Com 
Encore® Partyline analog intercom 
system with a MS‐704 base sta on in 
the control room, which in turn 
supports up to 55 beltpacks or 10 
speaker sta ons and 4 channels. The 
five‐channel, full‐duplex FreeSpeak II®  
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“We are heavy 
users of the LQ 
Series,” says Imry. 
“We have 4‐
channel LQs in 
our two control 
rooms, and 2‐
channel mobile 
LQs at our nine or 
ten different 

venues where we play from. These LQ 
units allow us to e together all the 
communica ons from those different 
loca ons for sending back to our 
control rooms where produc on 
happens.” And for mes when users 
are away from the main facility or 
stadium, they have access to Agent‐IC®, 
a mobile app that connects to an LQ via 
WiFi or cellular connec on, and 
provides communica on access on 
mobile phones or tablets. “[With 
Agent‐IC], I can call in on my phone and 
be a part of the conversa on, as if I was 
s ll in the control room,” Imry 
con nues. “This ease of use and 
flexibility has given us so many more 
communica on op ons.” 
 
clearcom.com 

wireless intercom system enables the 
team to also have an untethered 
communica on system in place so the 
team can roam freely through the event 
produc on. “The most recent Clear‐
Com addi on to our setup is the 
FreeSpeak II system, which has made a 
huge difference to our football games in 
par cular,” Imry says. “Due to the sheer 
size of the stadium and the amount of 
people involved in the produc on, 
having the ability to have wireless 
communica ons has been a significant 
shi  for us.” 
 
The ability for the produc on team to 
communicate via both a wireless and 
wired workflow that allows them to 
share the same resources provides 
them with an immense amount of 
freedom and mobility. Likewise, they 
can be confident they will stay 
connected anywhere and everywhere 
throughout the en re event. Although 
football is typically the most complex 
produc on for the university, Harvard 
uses Clear‐Com solu ons for all its 
games and athle cs, including water 
polo, fencing, rowing, sailing, soccer, 
basketball, swimming and many others.  
Both the control room and the 
stadiums/venues are equipped with 
Clear‐Com LQ® Series IP Interfaces, 
allowing Harvard Athle cs to move their 
communica ons onto their campus 
network. By using the LQ devices in 
conjunc on with Encore and FreeSpeak 
II, the produc on team has been able to 
greatly simplify the produc on process. 
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Clear-Com helps Harvard Athletics enhance production value  
and improve remote production flexibility 
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CloudPower supports flexible worship at St Cuthbert’s 
 
St Cuthbert’s turned to AV consultants and integrators, 
Noiseboys Technologies, to specify and install a new 
audio system for music amplifica on and speech 
reproduc on that covered the church with be er, clearer 
sound, and that had the versa lity to be used in mul ple 
orienta ons and se ngs. The old speakers posi oned on 
the exterior walls struggled to provide coverage for the 
full congrega on and the system lacked the flexibility to 
facilitate the church’s busy programme of worship, 
educa on, and community events. A pair of 4 x 700W 
APEX CloudPower CP704 amplifiers was chosen to drive 
all loudspeakers in the church. Noiseboys Technologies 
director, Phill Beynon had been introduced to 
CloudPower amplifiers by Mike Roisse er from APEX’s UK 
distributor, FBT Audio (UK), and quickly saw their 
poten al to address the need for flexibility in the St Cuthbert’s project. Another challenge was to create a system that was 
aesthe cally discreet, yet capable of delivering on the live music element of the client’s brief. Noiseboys Technologies 
secured approval from the relevant authori es to install a pair of compact, coaxial Mar n Audio CDD8s and ten CDD5 
loudspeakers in the historic early twen eth century church. A rack housing the CloudPower amplifiers and a Yamaha TF‐RACK 
digital mixer was posi oned at the front of the church. The mixer is operated wirelessly from an iPad, allowing the church to 
repurpose the space previously occupied by a central AV control posi on and reducing the visual impact of the equipment. 
Noiseboys Technologies also supplied Audio‐Technica ES series gooseneck microphones, 3000 series radio mics and in‐ear 
monitors for the worship band. 
apex‐audio.be 

Meyer Sound System fills Madrid’s Stadium with  
the dynamic music of Vetusta Morla 

 
The The Spanish indie rock band Vetusta Morla has 
a racted a large and loyal following since it first 
emerged in 2008, so when the band members capped 
a whirlwind tour in support of its La n Grammy‐
nominated “Cable a Tierra” album at Madrid’s 
Metropolitan Stadium, they were greeted by an 
enthusias c crowd of 35,000 fans. The dynamic power 
and delicate subtlety of the music was carried 
throughout the jubilant crowd via a system of 240 
Meyer Sound loudspeakers, including the new 
PANTHER™ large‐format linear line arrays, provided by 
Fluge Audiovisuales of Madrid. “Meyer Sound has 
always provided us with unbeatable sound quality and 
uniform coverage,” says Iñigo Giménez, who designed 
and tuned the system for the concert and was audio 
crew chief for the tour. “All the different types of loudspeaker systems, including PANTHER, integrated perfectly.” A Meyer 
Sound solu on for the tour, including the Madrid concert, was preferred by Vetusta Morla FOH engineer Alberto Ruiz, a 
decision fully supported by Giménez. The full‐range arrays for the Madrid concert comprised a total of 72 LEO®, 42 LYON®, 
and 12 MICA line array loudspeakers, with 18 LEOPARD® loudspeakers deployed for front fill and 48 1100‐LFC™ low‐
frequency control elements for ample bass power. The 24 PANTHER large‐format linear line array loudspeakers, flown as 
lateral delays, provided coverage for a large por on of the bleacher sea ng. Another 24 LYON line array loudspeakers also 
served as delays while nine Galileo® GALAXY 816 Network Pla orms, linked by AVB, supplied system drive and op miza on. 
meyersound.com 
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Equipment rack at St Cuthbert's,  
including CP704 amplifiers 

IntelliCloud software being used  
to set up CP704 amplifiers 



The 2022 edi on of Global Ci zen 
Fes val featured two events happening 
simultaneouslyin the United States and 
Ghana. The US edi on took place in 
Manha an at Central Park’s Great 
Lawn and featured performances by 
Metallica, Mariah Carey, Måneskin, 
Charlie Puth, The Jonas Brothers and 
more. Concert organizers once again 
hired Firehouse Produc ons to supply a 
sound system powerful enough not 
only for a major fes val with thousands 
of a endees, but also one that could 
deliver the power needed for a 
Metallica concert. To ensure wide 
coverage and balanced audio quality 
with clarity and impact, Firehouse 
Produc ons deployed a complete JBL 
VTX live sound solu on, designed by 
Paul Bauman of PdB Sonic Design and 
featuring more than 100 VTX V25‐II line 
array speakers. 
 
The main stage sound system consisted 
en rely of V25‐II speakers, helping 
Bauman and the Firehouse team 
deliver high quality audio and high 
sound pressure levels in every area of 
the fes val. To provide just as powerful 
of a bass response, the Firehouse audio 
team deployed 36 JBL G28 dual 18‐inch 
subwoofers in a single line hybrid  
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with near and far delay mes adjusted 
accordingly. This resulted in excellent 
coverage and localiza on for audience 
members plus a very seamless 
transi on from Main Stage to Skyline 
Stage." 
 
pro.harman.com 

cardioid and EDS (electronic delay‐
steered) configura on. Per Bauman’s 
design, Firehouse supplemented the 
low end with four distributed stacks of 
three JBL S28 cardioid subwoofers each 
for addi onal EDS coverage. The 
legendary sound quality of JBL speakers 
enabled Bauman to quickly tune the 
system on the day of the fes val a er 
being set behind produc on schedule 
due to weather delays. 
 
In addi on to the Main Stage, there was 
a secondary stage—Skyline Stage—
located directly behind the front‐of‐
house. Bauman and the Firehouse 
Produc on team met this challenge 
with a second stage rig consis ng of JBL 
VTX V20 speakers. JBL VTX V20 features 
the same advanced technology and 
extraordinary performance of the VTX 
V25 in a smaller format, enabling 
Bauman’s system to transi on 
seamlessly from one stage to the other. 
 
To balance center cluster coverage, six 
rear‐firing V20 boxes were stacked on a 
pla orm at the near‐house le ‐delay 
posi on,” con nued Bauman. “When 
changeovers happened, the main FOH 
system was muted and the center 
cluster became the zero me reference  

www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

Firehouse Productions deployed JBL VTX line array loudspeakers  
and subwoofers to power Global Citizen Festival 
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Hangzhou Esports Center keeps the energy high with EAW 
 
Hangzhou Esports Center, the first professional esports 
venue in China, recently opened its doors to esports 
professionals. The starship‐shaped venue is the perfect 
fit for the futuris c and science‐fic on feel of esports, 
but due to the large event space with a long 
reverbera on me, it was a challenge to find an audio 
system that could achieve the extremely high 
requirements for esports compe ons. Tasked with 
providing the overall solu on for the Hangzhou Esports 
Center project, Zhejiang Dafeng Industry Co., Ltd., 
along with AV distributor and provider, EZPro, designed 
and delivered a comprehensive PA system u lizing a 
range of products from Eastern Acous c Works 
(EAW®). The venue’s new PA system consists of 36 
EAW KF810P line array systems, 12 EAW SB818P|F 
single 18‐inch subwoofers, six EAW SB180zP compact 
high‐output subwoofers, and fill speakers from EAW’s catalog. The system was also designed with EASE4.4 and EAW 
Resolu on sound field simula on so ware. The 36 EAW KF810Ps are divided into six groups of six to achieve even sound 
coverage throughout the esports center, while the SB818P|F single 18‐inch subwoofers are hung above each group of the 
full‐range line arrays to extend the lower cut‐off. All the loudspeakers are centrally hung above the four‐side LED funnel‐
shaped screens inside the venue. Addi onally, on the ground are six EAW SB180zP subwoofers to provide surging low‐
frequency energy to enhance the intense atmosphere of esports compe ons and so the players can accurately hear the 
returned audio signal and response in me. Fill speakers are hung below the LED funnel‐shaped screens to cover the infield, 
and 6 portable monitor speakers are provisioned for the stage. 
eaw.com 

Christ Community Church unveils EAW® Anna ADAPTive  
loudspeaker system upgrade 

 
Surrounded by the scenic views 
of Alamogordo, the 800‐seat 
Christ Community Church was 
struggling to provide quality 
audio with their aging and 
original PA. With the decision 
made to upgrade their system, 
the task of finding a modern 
solu on capable of delivering 
great sound evenly to every 
seat was given to Technical 
Director Jacob Pierce. With a 
big assist from industry experts 
Michael Garrison Associates 
(MGA), Pierce found the 
solu on he was looking for with 
a custom Anna and O o 
ADAPTive system from Eastern 
Acous c Works (EAW®). The new EAW upgrade consists of a total of 12 Anna loudspeaker arrays, four O o subwoofers and 
eight EAW JF8 2‐way loudspeakers. The eight JF8’s are used as front fill speakers and are spread out evenly from the back of 
the pla orm in a trapezoidal pa ern. The new EAW ADAPTive PA system is run through an Allen & Heath dLive console. 
eaw.com 
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L-Acoustic L-ISA brings sonic grandeur to Outernet,  
London’s £1bn immersive entertainment hub 

 
Walking into the Now 
Building at Outernet, it 
may be the world’s 
largest wraparound 
video display, with over 
2,000 square metres of 
16K LED screen to show 
immersive video 
content. And while it 
certainly catches the 
eye, the ears are in no 
way le  wan ng. Equally 
remarkable is the L‐ISA 
immersive audio installa on of 200 loudspeakers that plunge visitors into an 
immersive soundscape. The Now Building, Outernet’s centrepiece, is used both 
as an expansive indoor/outdoor walkthrough space and as a closed venue that 
can host art installa ons, live concerts, film premiers, or any event the crea ve 
mind can imagine. In either configura on, Outernet is poised to bring a 
magnificent real‐ me spa al experience to a projected number of over 400,000 
people passing through the space each day. Working alongside L‐Acous cs from 
early in the project, SSE Audio, part of the Solotech Group, installed around 200 L‐Acous cs cabinets across Outernet’s five 
ground‐level performance spaces. 
l‐acous cs.com   Photos © Maria Zhytnikova / Red Flame Creations 

Green-GO system provides reliable comms for remote  
Australian NASA launch broadcast 

 
A flightcase full of Green‐GO headsets and beltpacks kept TV crews connected for 
Australia’s first commercial space launch recently, as NASA launched from Arnhem 
Space Centre (ASC) in the sparsely populated Northern Territory. The milestone 
moment for Australia required the BIE Crea ve team to maintain reliable, con nuous 
contact with each other. A Green‐GO system comprising HS200Single and HS200Dual 
Headsets and WBPX wireless and BPX wired Beltpacks, interfacing to 4Wire analogue 
input/output devices, supplied by Sydney‐based specialist Green‐GO distributor, 
Event Communica ons Australia. “Green‐GO was chosen for its robust DECT 
recep on, ease of use, and reliability in the hos le Arnhem Land environment,” says 

Event Communica ons 
Australia’s Rod McKinnon. 
“Equally important was 
the portability and low 
weight of the system ‐ 
especially considering the 
smaller aircra  necessary 
to reach the launch site 
with equipment being 
severely weight limited.” 
greengodigital.com 
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Oxbow Riverstage offers world 
class sound quality with EAW 

ADAPTive audio speaker system 

The organizers of 
Downtown Napa’s 
Oxbow RiverStage 
wanted to take 
the outdoor 
fes val‐style 
venue’s sound 
quality to the next 
level and knew, in 
order to achieve 
this, they needed 
to re‐evaluate 
their PA system. 
With top na onal 
touring acts 
gracing its stage, 
the audio quality 
and coverage 
needed to be 
pris ne. Oxbow 
RiverStage 
organizers along with Sound Image Produc ons, who provided 
the complete audio, ligh ng and staging package for the 
concert series, decided on a PA system from Eastern Acous c 
Works’ (EAW®) ADAPTive line, including its Anya Loudspeakers 
and O o Subwoofers. “We worked with the City of Napa this 
year to deal with concerns we’d had in past seasons with bleed 
into neighboring communi es,” says Mike Brown, Head of 
Audio, Sound Image Produc ons. “Turning the stage around 
and moving it to the other side of the venue helped, but EAW’s 
Anya ADAPTive PA system was amazing. The flexibility of Anya 
allowed us to control our sound and place the audio where we 
wanted it and keep it away from where we didn’t want it.” 
eaw.com 
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Multi-platinum recording artist MAX tours with SQ 
 
American pop ar st Max 
Schneider, a.k.a MAX, 
has recently been on a 
Fall tour with 
performances all across 
North America. To mix 
the tour, audio engineer 
and Signal to Noise 
podcast host Kyle 
Chirnside opted for a 
dual Allen & Heath SQ 
setup, with 48‐channel 
SQ‐5 consoles at both 
the front of house and 
monitor posi ons. 
Chirnside also added a DX168 16‐input stagebox for expanded I/O. “I wanted 
something small and compact,” recalled Chirnside. “I don’t need any external FX or 
plugins, I use the built‐in processing of the SQ. We also will have to fly during this 
tour, so I kept everything under fi y pounds to meet the requirements for air 
travel.” Even with a separate monitor console, there is no need for a dedicated monitor engineer on the tour ‐ as each of the 
performers mix their own IEMs through the wireless SQ4YOU applica on. “We basically have a ‘ghost’ monitor engineer,” 
joked Chirnside. Chirnside also keeps an iPad near the front of house console, which can make adjustments as needed to the 
monitor SQ‐5. But he noted that it’s only there as a con ngency plan. “The system has been flawless.” 
allen‐heath.com 

dLive takes on dual duties for L’Impératrice World Tour 
 
French space‐pop group L'Impératrice spent 
much of 2022 on the road suppor ng the 
release of their latest album, Tako Tsubo, 
with shows taking them across the globe 
including fes val appearances at Coachella 
and Primavera Sound. Antoine Guyonnard, 
the band’s long‐ me sound engineer, 
returned to his post once touring became 
possible again a er the pandemic. “When 
the lockdown restric ons began to ease, we 
had to work with a smaller, lighter show 
than normal,” he says. “That's when I first 
turned to Allen & Heath.” For the early 
shows, Guyonnard called on an SQ‐5, a 
compact 96kHz 48‐channel mixer, with a pair 
of DX168 Expanders deployed for onstage 
I/O. “We went all over the world with the 
SQ‐5 which I pushed to its limits,” he says. “I loved its audio quality and its size; you can't get much more compact than that!” 
Guyonnard, who mixes both FOH and monitors for the band, paired a dLive S5000 Surface with a CDM32 MixRack, with 
addi onal I/O provided via a pair of DX168 Expanders. Addi onally, a Dante card is installed for Virtual Soundcheck with a 
superMADI card fi ed to enable UAD Live Rack integra on. For the overseas leg of the tour, taking in the US, Canada and 
Mexico, the S5000 Surface is swapped out with the ultra‐compact C1500 Surface. “This was decisive for us,” he says. “The 
C1500 allows me to open exactly the same show in a super transportable solu on for dates abroad, which are numerous with 
L'Impératrice.” 
allen‐heath.com 
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Downtown celebration rocks two main stages powered  
by Solotech supplied Meyer Sound PANTHER systems 

 
In a city famous for its nightlife, this year’s Life is 
Beau ful fes val, produced in partnership with 
Another Planet Entertainment, boosted Las Vegas’ 
reputa on for big, bold, and electrifying events to 
new heights. Staged over three weekend nights in 
late September, the ninth edi on of Life is Beau ful 
occupied no less than 18 blocks of downtown Sin City 
to accommodate non‐stop revelry by crowds 
es mated at up to 150,000. The main musical 
a rac ons were at the Downtown and Bacardí 
stages, both equipped with Meyer Sound systems 
provided by Solotech. At the Downtown Stage, where 
headliners like Calvin Harris, Gorillaz, Jack Harlow, 
and Arc c Monkeys pumped up the night, the party‐
level sound was powered by a PANTHER large‐format 
linear line array loudspeaker system. The main arrays for the system comprised 16 per side PANTHER line array loudspeakers 
(12 with long‐throw L horn and four with the wide W horn), augmented on each side by eight LYON® line array loudspeakers. 
Deep bass was carried by flown arrays of six per side 1100‐LFC with the same numbers on the ground in an end‐fire 
configura on. Extreme bass transi oned into subsonic impact with sixteen of Meyer Sound’s VLFC™ very low frequency 
control elements, with response down to 13 Hz. Rounding out the Downtown Stage system were eight LEOPARD® compact 
line array loudspeakers as front fills, dual delay towers with eight LYON loudspeakers each, and six Galileo® GALAXY 816 
Network Pla orms for drive and op miza on, all networked via the Milan AVB protocol. 
meyersound.com 

Meyer Sound PANTHER dials it up a notch  
for Michael Bublé’s “Higher Tour” 

 
Michael Bublé’s ongoing “Higher Tour” could best be 
described as an in mate party on a grand scale. It’s a full‐ lt 
produc on in every respect, replete with a massive four‐ er 
stage set to accommodate a full orchestra and backup singers 
plus extensive ligh ng effects and four giant video screens. For 
audio support, Bublé is again carrying a “dual hybrid” Meyer 
Sound reinforcement system, comprising both main stage 
arrays plus massive center‐hung arrays which func on as an 
over‐specified delay system when Bublé is on the main stage 
and as an in‐the‐round system when he occupies the B‐stage. 
This me, however, the tour has slimmed down its audio 
footprint by replacing most former LEO® Family and all M 
Series™ systems with 76 new PANTHER large‐format linear line 
array loudspeakers. The main stage system is anchored by twin front arrays each with 14 PANTHER loudspeakers over four 
LEOPARD® loudspeakers. The two side arrays each comprise 14 LYON® loudspeakers while the front fills are eight ULTRA‐
X40™ loudspeakers. Low‐frequency power comes from dual flown arrays of six each 1100‐LFC™ low‐frequency control 
elements supplemented by four 900‐LFC™ compact low‐frequency control elements on the floor. The 48 PANTHER 
loudspeakers over the B‐stage are flown as one array of 16 plus four arrays of eight each, with two LEOPARD loudspeakers 
under the long array and six each under the shorter arrays. Here, a total of 14 900‐LFC elements, flown and ground stacked, 
drive the deep bass, and eight ULTRA‐X40 loudspeakers contribute front fill. Elsewhere, 16 MJF‐210™ stage monitors provide 
foldback while a pair of Amie® precision studio monitors paired with an Amie®‐Sub reside at FOH. Con nuing a long‐standing 
rela onship, Solotech was again selected as the provider of the Meyer Sound systems as well as all other audio and video 
produc on elements. meyersound.com 
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NEXO spreads the word in  
Bangkok church 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Established one hundred years 
ago in Wa ana Wi ayalai 
School, Wa ana Presbyterian 
Church moved to its current 
loca on in the centre of the 
Thai capital in 1958. This large 
and busy church sees 
worshippers coming together 
for a range of events and ac vi es, with music almost always at 
the heart of the celebra on. So, when the church decided to 
upgrade its audio technology, it was clear that the installer 
would have to specify a versa le and powerful new system, 
capable of handling everything from spoken word to live music, 
with clear and even coverage throughout the venue. With 
extensive experience in designing and installing sound systems 
in houses of worship in Bangkok and throughout Thailand, local 
system integrator Music Space Co., Ltd. was an obvious choice 
for the job. And for Music Space, NEXO was the obvious 
loudspeaker brand of choice. “Our partners Music Space think 
highly of NEXO’s technology, sound quality and the 
comprehensive range of products available” reports 
Manatchaya Vanno (Nan), Marke ng Manager at Fuzion Far 
East, the NEXO distributor in Thailand. “Par cularly flexible and 
adaptable is NEXO’s NXAMPMK2 combined amplifier and 
controller, which is easy to deploy is any applica on.” The 
system at Wa ana Church includes two clusters of 6 x ultra‐
compact GEO M6 line array elements, complemented by a pair 
of LS18 subs on the floor. ID14s are used as infills, and 
amplifica on and processing come from 2 x NEXO 
NXAMP4X1MK2 powered controllers. “Everyone immediately 
appreciates the power of the NEXO system” concludes Nan. 
“But more compelling is how it affects the emo ons of the 
congrega on, which comes from NEXO’s unique voice.” 
musicspace.co.th  
fuzion.co.th 
nexo‐sa.com 
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Compact dLive system a dream for  
While She Sleeps’ European and UK tour 

 
Bri sh metalcore band While She Sleeps 
recently wrapped up a UK & EU tour 
suppor ng Australian act Parkway Drive,  
taking in 18 shows across 9 countries. When 
FOH engineer James Hill got the call for the 
tour, he was keen to find a solu on that would 
keep his mix posi on footprint to a minimum 
whilst s ll delivering the goods sonically. Enter 
a compact Allen & Heath dLive C1500 Surface 
paired with a DM64 MixRack, supplied by SSE 
Audio, providing 128 input processing channels 
and class‐leading 0.7ms latency, all controlled 
via a rack‐mountable control surface with 12” 
touchscreen. “The C1500’s small format is 
great for squeezing into FOH areas as a support band,” Hill says. “During  
pre‐produc on, I was scared about dropping down to 12 faders from my  
usual 17, but the customisa on of the fader banks meant that 12 was  
perfectly fine and I could easily switch to what I needed when I needed it.”  
He con nues, “The stage end was 42 inputs hi ng an analogue split into a 
DM64 stage box for the C1500. The monitor mixer had a limited input count, 
so the dLive at FOH was also used to route all stage talkbacks & different talk 
sends to reduce the channel count for the monitor mixer.” 
allen‐heath.com  Photos © Volca Media 

Volume.com streams BeachLife Ranch Festival with Avantis 
 
The BeachLife Ranch Fes val in Los Angeles is focused on Country and 
Americana music, hos ng headline ar sts such as The Lumineers, Hall 
and Oates, Brandi Carlile, and Wilco. For performances at the Four Sixes 
Speakeasy stage, two Allen & Heath digital consoles were implemented: 
a Qu Series mixer at front of house, along with a 64‐channel Avan s for 
mul track recording and broadcast to Volume.com’s live music 
streaming pla orm. The Avan s was paired with a GX4816 stagebox, 
which provided 48 remote mic preamps to receive audio via a split 
snake. The console also housed a 128‐channel 96kHz Waves module ‐ 
allowing for external processing and simple mul track recording. “The 
Avan s was awesome,” noted Jus n Corser, audio engineer and Program 
Director for Volume.com. “We had some staff at the fes val who were 
s ll new to digital consoles, and it was really easy to get them started on 
Avan s. It’s like the console does the mixing for you.” For streaming 
services like Volume.com, compression is crucial ‐ since users will be 
listening on a variety of devices. “The Avan s’ Bus compressor was really 
clean,” noted Chris Aus n, audio engineer and Business Development 
Manager for Volume.com. “The preamp models that add harmonics 
were also really cool for adding color and satura on to certain 
channels.”  
volume.com 
allen‐heath.com 
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‘tonzauber’ recording OB van with Lawo mc²36 MkII console 
 
Those seeking a studio in Austria for ultra‐high‐quality 
recording of classical music inevitably come to the name 
“tonzauber”, and for good reason. The studio, whose name 
means “sound magic”, has gained a reputa on for 
providing superior audio quality and expert engineering 
services for the performers who record there, which 
include not only classical performances but other musical 
genres from jazz to metal. Now, tonzauber has expanded 
their capabili es with the addi on of a new on‐loca on 
mobile recording truck, equipped with a state‐of‐the‐art 
Lawo mc²36 MkII mixing desk. Georg Burdicek, who 
founded the studio in 1998, says it’s the fulfillment of his 
dream. Drawing on his many years of experience with 
mixing consoles from Lawo and others, Burdicek chose a 
Lawo mc²36 MkII All‐in‐One produc on console. With its 
A__UHD core technology, it offers 256 processing channels 
available at both 48 and 96 kHz, making it possible to 
master even large orchestral produc ons. The all‐in‐one mixer na vely supports ST2110, AES67, RAVENNA and Ember+. With 
an I/O capacity of up to 864 channels and local I/Os, the mc²36 MkII offers extensive connec vity, including 3 redundant IP 
network interfaces, 16 Lawo‐quality mic/line inputs, 16 line outputs, 8 AES3 inputs and outputs, 8 GPIO connectors and an 
SFP MADI port. Demands on the monitoring environment are high, so a superstructure with very elaborate acous cal 
treatment was mounted on a truck chassis, with the outer shell and interior isolated from each other and fi ed with thick, 
10cm insula on. Designed for “immersive audio”, the truck can accommodate mixing for Dolby Atmos and is fi ed with a 
7.1.4 sound system. 
lawo.com 

The largest stadium in Switzerland relies on RCF HL line arrays 
 
The St. Jakob Park, is the largest 
stadium in Switzerland follows a new 
construc on and is now the first 
mul func onal venue in Switzerland 
with apartments, a shopping center, 
restaurants, department stores, and 
is also a UEFA Category 4 stadium. 
During the most recent 
moderniza on in 2020 and 2021, the 
owner, FC Basel 1893 renewed the 
en re sound system with RCF sound 
systems. The under‐balcony PA 
system and the en re grandstand PA 
system have been upgraded with RCF 
loudspeakers. Power amplifiers and 
audio matrix systems have also been 
replaced. In par cular, the client 
chose passive systems of the HL, HVL, 
and P series from the Italian 
manufacturer to renew and improve 
the sound experience. Since the 
moderniza on took place during running games of the season, the team around Mar n Reich implemented the renewal of 
the audio system in three phases. First, the amplifiers and the audio matrix were replaced, followed by the installa on of the 
under‐balcony fills, and as a final step, a completely new sound system for the grandstands. 
rcf.it 
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Brit Row delivers the ultimate live sound experience  
at Creamfields North Festival 

 
Creamfields North returned to its Daresbury, 
Cheshire, home over the August bank holiday 
weekend trea ng eager revellers to three days of 
live performances from the biggest names in dance 
music. As is tradi on, Britannia Row Produc ons 
was brought in by large scale event producer, 
LarMac LIVE, to provide three of the fes val’s most 
prominent stages (the North Stage, the South 
Stage, and the Steel Yard) with an audio setup 
worthy of its stellar line up. The North Stage, which 
serves as one of the fes val’s main stages, had a 
main le  and right hang of L‐Acous cs K1, with 
KS28 ground subs and K2 on ground fill and delay 
du es. Like Steel Yard, the North Stage’s side hangs 
had to be flown wide in order to stay clear of its 
large video screens to retain the best sightlines for 
fans. The South Stage was again rigged with an  
L‐Acous cs outdoor setup, albeit on a smaller scale, with some ground‐stacked K2 in place of side hangs. The covered Steel 
Yard arena had L‐Acous cs K2 enclosures for main hangs, with K1‐SB and KS28 for bass reinforcement, SB18 for delays, ARCS 
II as ground fill, and Kara as front fill. For a robust control package, Brit Row provided DiGiCo SD5 consoles at both ends on all 
three stages, with the excep on of an SD10 monitor desk used at the Steel Yard. All FOH racks had a Waves Server enabled, 
as is standard for this kind of powerful event. 
britanniarow.com  Photo © Jack Kimber Photography 

Brit Row celebrates 90s nostalgia with Natalie Imbruglia 
 
In Autumn 2022, Natalie Imbruglia embarked on a 
celebratory tour de force of her 1997 debut album 
‘Le  of the Middle’, the album that made her a 
global indie‐pop star. With Brit Row’s services 
firmly in place and with a varia on of genres to 
contend with in order to bring the live sound to 
life, there was only one console that fit the bill for 
FOH Engineer Stefano Serpagli: a DiGiCo SD12. 
“The FOH mix is very dynamic, as we do get the full 
spectrum of her work,” he explains. “There are 
acous c sec ons, and a few older tracks such as 
‘Impressed’, which is really high energy, or ‘Big 
Mistake’ which is quite loud and grungy. It’s 
certainly fun to mix!” The SD12’s versa lity was the 
biggest draw for Serpagli. “The combina on of 
DiGiCo’s onboard mul  bands and dynamic EQs 
make the desk for me. You can do so much on a DiGiCo without having to use a shed load of plug‐ins. “We record live shows, 
which is easy if you have Waves with DMI, and the SD12s have DMI ports built in. I’m also using a DiGiGrid MGB interface, so 
I can use MADI boards out of that. The flexibility of DiGiCo products, to be able to record the virtual soundchecks with such a 

ny footprint, is just great.” “Brit Row have done such a great job with my custom racks; they’re built perfectly for a minimal 
package in these mid‐size venues. My FOH rack has everything I could need; UPS, a Mac Mini to feed the Waves… and my 
beloved Bricas  M7 as my only piece of outboard,” he adds. Monitor Engineer James Neale, who was passed the baton on 
this tour, is also u lising a DiGiCo SD12, as inherited from the previous mix engineer. “DiGiCo is what I've been using most 
regularly as an engineer over the last 12 years”, says Neale. 
britanniarow.com  Photo © Shoot the Noise 
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MLA keeps Riot Festival site  
under tight audio control 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chicago’s three‐day Riot 
Fest, held annually in 
the city’s Douglass Park, 
again proved a triumph 
for Mar n Audio’s MLA 
PA and the company’s 
long‐serving rental 
partner, Technotrix. On 
stages 3 and 4 sound 
engineers mixed 
through main hangs 
comprising 11 MLA and 
an MLD Downfill box at 
the base on each flank. 
The subs comprise six 
stacks of three high 
MLX, with the middle 
box reversed, set in a 
broadside cardioid 
configura on. Four MLA 
Compact enclosures are 
set across the top of the 
subwoofer clusters for 
front fill, enabling a 
reasonable height for 
projec on. Technotrix 
also dipped into their 
inventory of floor 
monitors, providing 
XD300s on Stage 3 and 4, driven by iKON iK42, but supplying 
the more potent XD500 for stages 1 and 2. Drum fill subs in all 
instances were provided by the he y SX218 (2 x 18”) subs. Over 
at Stage 5 Technotrix fielded six‐a‐side W8LC and 12 WSX subs 
in a broadside array, with XD12s, set on the stage lip, providing 
front fills. The subs were designed in clusters of three, set in 
portrait configura on. 
mar n‐audio.com 
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California-based audio engineer Jerry Lopez using a dLive CTi1500  
to handle FoH and Monitors for Latin Artist Carla Morrison 

 
California‐based audio engineer Jerry Lopez has been a 
dLive user since 2015. Over me, his apprecia on for the 
Allen & Heath flagship has con nued to grow. He now runs 
a rental and produc on house with several dLives called 
Jerry Rig Audio & Crea ve Solu ons. “I own eight dLive 
systems,” proclaimed Lopez. “Allen & Heath really does 
things right, in terms of constantly upda ng with new 
features.” Currently, Lopez is taking dLive on tour with La n 
Grammy award‐winning singer/songwriter Carla Morrison. 
“Thanks to dLive’s MCA feature, I am able to run both front 
of house and monitors for Carla with my compact CTi1500 
control surface” explained Lopez. “I simply set up spills so 
that I can minimize the amount of faders required on my 
top layer.” Lopez also brings along a DM0 dLive Mixrack, 
which handles the system’s full 128‐channel 96kHz FPGA 
processing, and 4 DX168s stageboxes for distributed I/O across the stage. “The first stagebox is for drums,” noted Lopez. “I 
use a second one for in‐ears, and another for wireless.” The DX stageboxes each provide 16 dLive mic preamps and 8 line 
outputs in a portable form factor, and can also be mounted in a standard 19” rack. Lopez also has a 128‐channel 96kHz 
Waves module, which he uses solely for mul tracking and Virtual Soundcheck. “I see no need to complicate things with an 
external plugin server,” he explained. “With all the dLive processing available to me. I prefer having things compact. I can set 
everything up quickly and have fun mixing without needing a whole crew.” 
allen‐heath.com 
 

Power Station Studios turn to Allen & Heath for Monitoring 
 
The historic Power Sta on recording 
studios in New York City have been 
host to many legendary ar sts. As 
part of a recent partnership with the 
renowned Berklee College of Music, 
the studios underwent a major 
renova on ‐ featuring state‐of‐the‐art 
equipment upgrades and studio 
redesigns. As a top‐ er full‐featured 
media produc on facility, the 
updated Power Sta on at Berklee 
NYC offers diverse media services, 
including high‐end video capture, professional ligh ng, 360 cinema c VR, spa al 
audio, broadcast and live streaming. “It’s an interes ng hybrid,” noted Mark Rucci, 
Studio Technician and Audio Engineer at Power Sta on. “It’s a fully commercial 
studio, which now has an academic side to it as well.” As part of the studio upgrades, 
Rucci remarked that there was a need for an improved in‐ear monitoring solu on. 
“We had a custom analog system in place before, which was great ‐ but it was 
limi ng when recording some of the larger Broadway casts.” The team went through a few op ons before landing on Allen & 
Heath’s ME‐1 personal monitor mixers. ME‐1 offers 40 channels of mix inputs, as well as channel grouping, user presets, 
built‐in ambient mic, and a dimmable OLED display with channel names. ME‐1 mixers can also be added indefinitely to a 
system to suit the needs of large performance groups. When asked how many ME‐1 mixers the studio has in its inventory, 
Rucci admi ed he’s lost count. “Somewhere between 80 and 100.“ Since Power Sta on studios o en need more than ten 
monitor feeds, each ME‐U feeds a large 48‐port PoE switch to mul ple wall outputs in the studio live rooms. 
allen‐heath.com 
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Obsidian Mastering adds PMC 6-2 monitors to  
its range of high end audio equipment 

 
Dutch producer and engineer Laurens van Oers 
has joined a growing band of audio professionals 
who are choosing PMC’s new compact range of 
near and midfield monitors for their own facili es 
because the clarity of these speakers allows them 
to hear exactly what is going on in their mix. 
Launched in 2021 and the culmina on of five 
years of intense development, PMC’s new line of 
studio monitors are redefining the listening 
experience for every audio professional, whether 
they are working in stereo or large‐scale 
immersive formats. The range, which replaces the 
company’s twotwo Series, includes the PMC6, 
PMC6‐2, and PMC8‐2, along with their associated 
subwoofers the PMC8 SUB and PMC8‐2 SUB. 
Laurens van Oers, who also teaches audio 
mastering for Sound Educa on Nederland, has 
invested in a pair of PMC 6‐2 monitors for Obsidian Mastering, his mixing and mastering facility in Eindhoven. Obsidian 
Mastering’s PMC 6‐2 monitors were supplied by long me Benelux distributor Joys ck Audio, which has handled PMC 
products for many years. Van Oers says the service they provided was ‘second to none’ and he was delighted that the 
company allowed him to test the monitors prior to purchase so that he could be sure they were what he wanted. 
pmc‐speakers.com 
 

Soulful Joburg at the Jazz as Heritage festival 
 
Jazz as Heritage was the theme of 
the jazz fes val held in 
Johannesburg in partnership with 
UJ Arts & Culture, The Wits School 
of Arts’ Cultural Policy and 
Management and The University of 
KwaZulu‐Natal’s Centre for 
Crea ve Arts. DWR Distribu on 
was honoured to be a sponsor of 
the event which was hosted at UJ 
and featured a lineup including 
old‐school jazz and diga dancers to 
performances by Zoë Modiga, 
Abbey Cindi and Muneyi, 
workshops and a panel discussion. 
“The jazz at UJ concert is a biennial event,” explains Thato Maroga, Produc on Manager at UJ Arts & Culture. “We are 
inspired by the reality that jazz music is a mul ‐genera onal cultural experience. Here people from all walks of life and 
cultural and racial backgrounds can gather in one space and enjoy it. This year’s programme was truly a representa on of the 
vast jazz scene in South Africa from old‐school Malombo to new‐age jazz sounds, all on one stage. Having sponsors such as 
DWR and other partners validates the shared value of the arts and live performances.” DWR assisted with ligh ng, audio and 
backline. Stuart Andrews, Projects and Opera ons Manager at DWR explains, “We showcased DiGiCo, Audix microphones 
and Robe ligh ng and brought in one of our rental company clients, Remember Chaitezvi, to support us with backline 
equipment and technical back‐up. DWR also supplied onsite professional support.” 
dwrdistribu on.co.za 
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Obsidian Mastering's Laurens van Oers 
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The ESR Series was developed for a 
par cular niche in the market 
requiring an all‐in‐one box to provide 
clear, detailed reproduc on over a 
wide area.  
 
Typical applica ons include theatres, 
houses of worship, cultural 
/performance centres and concert halls 
where they are likely to be used 
ver cally. When mounted horizontally, 
ESR Series loudspeakers provide 
excellent coverage over a ered sea ng 
area for stadium or grandstand type 
applica ons. 
 
 
Applica ons  
 Fixed Installa ons  

 Theatres & Auditoriums  

 Concert Halls  

 Houses of Worship  

 ALWAYS used in a ver cal 
orienta on 

 
 

   PRODUCTS 

 The ESR106 is an ac ve driven 3 way 
system employing a unique column 
array of mul ple 6“ woofers for 
unparalleled high quality vocal and 
music reproduc on in challenging 
acous cal spaces and ambient 
environments.  
 
U lising 8 x 6“ woofers, 2 x 6“ mid bass 
woofers and a single 1“ high frequency 
driver mounted on a wide dispersion 
horn, the ESR106 is constructed to 
represent one large point source, with 
each part of the system posi oned so 
that it is propor onal in size to the 
wavelength it produces, thus the 
radiated power of each band remains 
consistent and balanced throughout  
the system’s overall frequency range.  
 
The ESR106 has a controlled coverage  
at low and mid frequencies to reduce 
indoor reflec ons. The ESR106 is 
controlled and driven by a dedicated 
ESR2600D amplifier, using KV2 Audio 
proprietary SLA technology. 
 
 
 
Features  
 Full range 3 way system 

incorpora ng state of the art 
mul ple transducers.  

 Mul  point fixings for external 
brackets and flyware.  

 True musical solu on for speech, 
vocals and music playback in difficult 
acous cal environments. 
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KV2 ESR 106 
Ac ve Driven 3 Way System 

Click the link for more informa on :  www.kv2audio.com/products/esr‐series/esr106.html 



 
Features  
 The amplifier compliment inside the 

ESR2600D Amplifier is as follows:  

 High Frequency ‐ 2x 100‐wa , Class 
AB, push pull, low intermodula on 
design  

 Mid Frequency ‐ 2x 200‐wa , Class 
AB, push pull, low intermodula on 
design  

 Low Frequency ‐ 2x 1000‐wa , high‐
efficiency, current‐enhancing 
switching design  

 Configurable via the front panel or 
remotely using the KV2 Control & 
Diagnos cs Tool 

 
The ESR2600D is a two channel (stereo) 
three‐way, ac ve control and 
amplifica on system specially designed 
for the KV2 Audio ESR106 full range 
loudspeaker system.  
 
It houses all signal processing and 
amplifica on, as well as providing 
control and crossover func ons for 
adding external subwoofer cabinets if 
required, u lizing external amplifiers.  

   PRODUCTS 

 
 
two 200‐wa , Class AB, push pull, low 
intermodula on design amplifiers for 
mids and two 1000‐wa , high‐
efficiency, current‐enhancing switching 
technology amplifiers for bass. The 
ESR2600D stereo configura on powers 
two ESR cabinets accordingly. 

 
 
The ESR26000D is now configurable via 
the front panel or remotely using the 
KV2 Control & Diagnos cs Tool. The 
ESR2600D incorporates six amplifiers 
consis ng of two 100‐wa , Class AB, 
push pull, low intermodula on 
amplifiers for high frequencies,  
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KV2 ESR2600D 
Amplifier with Control & Diagnos cs 

Click the link for more informa on :  www.kv2audio.com/products/esr‐series/esr2600d.html 



The ESD range of 2‐way and 3‐way 
passive loudspeakers from KV2 offers 
a wide variety of loudspeaker 
solu ons ranging from the ultra‐
compact ESD Cube, ideal for peripheral 
reinforcement in bars, theatres, clubs, 
houses of worship, museums etc., 
right through to the powerful ESD15 
and ESD36.  
 
ESD15 is capable of ac ng as a 
standalone PA/monitor system due to 
its excellent bass response, whilst the 
ESD36 has found favour with AV rental 
and produc on companies as well as 
for the theatre and worship market as a 
powerful, full‐range solu on with 
excellent vocal intelligibility in a 
compact format. KV2 is pleased to 
extend the range with the addi on of 
the ESD8, which slots neatly into the 
range between the exis ng ESD6 and 
ESD10.  
 
As its name suggests, the ESD8 is a 
compact passive 2‐way, high output 
full‐range loudspeaker incorpora ng an 
8" trans‐coil woofer and a 1" 
compression driver coupled to a wide 
dispersion horn. Presented 
conserva vely like the rest of the range 
in a unique angled low‐profile Bal c 
birch enclosure and designed to 
present excep onal speech and music 
defini on, the ESD8 provides a smooth 
hi fidelity response and delivers a 
natural sound quality and level that is 
superior to many larger compe ng 
products.  
 
Ideal as a main system speaker or as an 
in‐fill for larger systems, the flexible 
ESD8 can be applied quickly and 
efficiently on podiums, stands or 
suspended. Applica ons range from 
corporate presenta ons and func ons 
to infill, close monitoring or installa on. 
Combined with subwoofers – of which 
there are four to choose from in the 
ESD range – ESD8 offers high quality full 
range performance. 

   PRODUCTS 
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KV2 Audio ESD8 
               Compact passive 2‐way, high output full‐range loudspeaker 

Click the link for more informa on :  www.kv2audio.com 
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Adamson Fletcher Machine softwares : Virtual AFM / VST Control 
 
The Virtual Adamson Fletcher Machine 
(vAFM) connects with the Adamson 
Fletcher Machine (AFM) Remote 
so ware, giving users the Fletcher 
Machine experience without the 
requirement of a dedicated hardware 
engine (Stage or Traveler). Instead, the 
user employs the audio I/O available 
on the computer the vAFM is installed 
on. While being able to use much of 
what the AFM Remote so ware offers 
in terms of features like Object 
Trajectories and general mixing 
func ons, the vAFM is limited to a 
maximum of 24 inputs and 12 outputs, 
has only 2 layers, no auxiliary sends, 
and an extended latency, compared to 
the hardware models. 
The Adamson Fletcher Machine VST Control Plugin: Suitable for any Digital Audio Worksta on (DAW) that employs VST 
plugins, the Adamson Fletcher Machine VST Control connects the user’s DAW to an AFM via the Remote so ware. The 
connected AFM could be any one of a Stage Unit, a Traveler Model, or the new vAFM. The AFM VST Control allows users to 
directly control certain object parameters like posi oning and layer selec on from within their DAW. 
adamsonsystems.com 

Genelec 4435A in-ceiling and 4436A pendant models 
 
Genelec expanded its Smart IP family of networked 
loudspeaker systems with the introduc on of the 
4435A in‐ceiling and 4436A pendant models. The 
two new addi ons join the exis ng 4410, 4420 and 
4430 on‐wall Smart IP models to provide an even 
wider range of loudspeaker solu ons – packing all 
the convenience, ease of installa on and scalability 
of Smart IP’s single‐cable networked technology 
into two popular new form factors. Originally 
launched in 2019, the Smart IP loudspeaker range 
provides flexible power, audio and management 
features via a standard CAT cable. Producing 
excep onal studio‐quality audio with superb 
clarity, intelligibility and uniform coverage, all 
models can be freely combined on a network, and 
are compa ble with both Dante and AES67 streams, deriving power via PoE or PoE+ Power‐over‐Ethernet formats. As well as 
receiving both power and audio‐over‐IP, the 4435A and 4436A both feature a rear panel RJ45 connector which allows access 
to Genelec’s Smart IP Manager – a sophis cated downloadable so ware tool that allows installers to configure an almost 
unlimited number of rooms, zones, loudspeakers and audio channels, and includes device discovery, a versa le room 
equalisa on tool set, system organisa on and status monitoring. A public API command set allows easy integra on with third 
party automa on systems, or for less complex Smart IP systems, Genelec’s intui ve Smart IP Controller mobile app can be 
used to provide the end user with basic control of key loudspeaker func ons. 
genelec.com/smart‐ip 
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Since its launch back in 2021, NEXO’s 
ePS Series has gained an enviable 
reputa on for performance and value 
in professional installa on 
loudspeakers. Proudly manufactured in 
France, this range of 2‐way passive 
cabinets and partner subbass units 
draws on the success of the legendary 
PS Series, slimming down connec on 
and moun ng op ons, and taking 
advantage of new manufacturing 
techniques and driver design to hit 
unprecedented price points for NEXO 
industry‐standard point source 
products.  
 
Already delivering powerful, full‐
bandwidth sound in a variety of 
pres gious installa ons around the 
world, the ePS Series of 6, 8 and 10‐
inch models and 12 and 15‐inch partner 
subs is now expanded with the launch 
of the new ePS12 and eLS18 sub.  
 
Like the other loudspeakers in the 
range, the ePS12 packages all the NEXO 
hallmarks of high output, superior 
coverage pa erns, direc onal control 
and musical performance into a 
compact trapezoidal‐shaped Bal c‐
birch enclosure, with a steel grille for 
IP55 cer fied weather resistance.  
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Subs feature 2 x 7 mm pitch IN/OUT 
screws connectors and M10 rigging 
points.  
 
All units are finished in black structural 
paint (white and all other RAL colours 
are available to order), with a UV‐
resistant acous c fabric stretched over 
the front grille.  
 

Systems composed of ePS and eLS 
elements have the advantage of high‐
quality components familiar to all users 
of NEXO’s premium systems, coupled 
with the unique networkable 
amplifica on and processing 
capabili es of the NEXO NXAMPmk2 
powered controllers, and NEXO 
DTD/DTDAMP power and processing 
solu ons for smaller installa ons. 
 
 

nexo‐sa.com 

Partnering a 12‐inch neodymium long‐
excursion LF driver with a 1.7‐inch  
diaphragm HF compression driver and 
NEXO’s trademark rotatable horn design 
offering dispersion op ons to the user, 
peak SPL @ 1m is an impressive 133dB, 
with a frequency response @ ‐6dB of 
60Hz‐20kHz.  
 
The ePS12 can be stacked or flown with 
the new eLS18 1 x 18‐inch sub which 
shares the same design aesthe c and 
extends LF response down to 32Hz. 
Dedicated accessories allow ePS 
cabinets to be flown beneath the 
subwoofer, crea ng small‐footprint 
wideband systems that are visually 
pleasing.  
 
All four main cabinets are minimally 
fi ed with a hard‐wired strip for 
connec on, offering generic 2x 7 mm 
pitch IN/OUT screws connectors. The IP 
cover protects the connectors from 
moisture in outdoor applica ons. On 
each side of the cabinet, two M6 with 
80mm pitch and one M10 fi ng allow 
connec on to U Bracket, bumper or eye 
bolts. The back of each speaker is fi ed 
with 3x M6 with 70mm pitch for wall 
mount in both horizontal and ver cal 
posi ons.  

www.avltimes.com/pro-audio 

NEXO expands ePS installation speaker range  
with new ePS12 and eLS18 sub 
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EAW® KF210 passive line array 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The new KF210 from Eastern Acous c Works (EAW®) is a 2‐Way 2 X 10” Line Array. Offering a max SPL of 141dB, three‐point 
rigging and built‐in weather protec on, the KF210 is a powerhouse in a small, durable package, designed to support a wide 
range of applica ons for the long‐haul. Despite its small form, there is no sacrificing output for size with the KF210. This 
newest solu on is physically and acous cally sized to support the most events while requiring the fewest resources to 
deploy. Weighing in at only 60lbs, this line array solu on is an ideal op on for small crews opera ng out of medium to large 
outdoor fes vals, corporate events, houses of worship, performing arts centers or theaters. Featuring dual, symmetrically 
placed 10‐inch woofers, 90 degrees of horizontal bandwidth and a 3in voice coil compression driver mounted to EAW’s 
patented Isophasic Waveguide, the KF210 can master challenging acous c spaces with accurate pa ern control. 
KF210 is equipped with EAW’s Focusing™ and DynO™ digital signal processing, allowing for clear and dynamic sound with a 
pris ne impulse response from 18kHz down to 55Hz, and 20kHz down to 65Hz, respec vely. 
eaw.com 

EAW® AC6 ADAPTive column loudspeaker 
 
EAW’s brand’s newest addi on to the renowned ADAPTive line is the AC6 2‐Way Full 
Range ADAPTive Column Loudspeaker. Although slightly smaller than its predecessors, 
AC6 includes just as many cu ng‐edge features, making it ideal for AV professionals who 
expect excep onal audio performance and discreet housing. Managed via EAW’s 
Resolu on™ 2 so ware, AC6 can compensate for coverage and direc vity with its 
Adap ve Performance™ technology, and by integra ng all factors and aspects of the 
loudspeaker, AC6 produces three‐dimensional coverage at even the most acous cally 
challenged spaces. And, just like other ADAPTive models, AC6 is integrated with Dante™ 
redundant networking as well as analog redundancy capabili es making connec ng and 
communica on to each module streamlined and dependable. AC6 is equipped with 
EAW’s Focusing™ and DynO™ digital signal processing, allowing for clear and dynamic 
sound with a pris ne impulse response from 18kHz down to 55Hz, and 20kHz down to 
65Hz, respec vely.  
eaw.com 
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LD Systems from Adam Hall offers a 
vast range of robust, well thought‐out 
audio solu ons for applica ons as 
diverse as touring and events, DJ and 
MI, plus of course integrated systems. 
The integrated systems por olio 
includes dedicated loudspeaker 
solu ons, power amplifiers, mixer 
amplifiers, preamps, wireless systems 
and microphones and much more. 
QUESTRA is the new so ware brain 
that makes planning, designing, 
configuring and managing your project 
easy.  
 
QUESTRA enables access to the full DSP 
capabili es of all LD Systems’ audio 
installa on devices, allowing you to 
configure audio networks of any size 
and manage and control every device 
from a single applica on. The so ware 
also includes a powerful editor to 
create custom user panels for remote 
control that can be operated from 
Windows computers or any Android or 
iOS portable device.  
 
Administrators can create users, assign 
specific roles and limit access to certain 
func ons, thus ensuring that cri cal 
network se ngs cannot be modified. 
Device presets to match different user 
applica ons can be easily created and 
managed in QUESTRA, and triggered via 
the individual user panels. Also, with 
remote access to the audio network, 
monitoring and support can be 
provided from anywhere, at any me.  
 
In addi on to QUESTRA, Adam Hall 
Integrated Systems will be presen ng 
LD Systems’ MAILA, the ‘Modular All‐
Round Intelligent Line Array’ system, 
first debuted at Prolight + Sound 2022.  
 
Fully scalable and extremely flexible 
with configura on possibili es from 
ground stack to flown systems, MAILA 
is a ground‐breaking system for 
professional sound applica ons, clubs 
and large halls. Its slim, cable‐free 
design concept also make it an 
a rac ve proposi on for theatres.  
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most innova ve and adaptable sound 
reinforcement solu ons available on 
the market today. 
 
 

adamhall.com 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A sophis cated feature set including 
SmartLink+® wireless connec on, LD 
Systems’ patented EasySplay® 
mechanism for adjus ng splay angles 
and the free MAILA configura on app  
all help make MAILA one of the  
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Adam Hall Integrated Systems debuts LD Systems’ QUESTRA®  
design and management software 
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Powersoft ArmoníaPlus 2.5 adds further AES67 support 
 
Version 2.5 of Powerso ’s 
ArmoníaPlus so ware, which adds 
support for its new Mezzo A+ and 
Duecanali/Qua rocanali DSP+ 
amplifiers, is available to download 
now from the Powerso  website. 
The new A+ models are the latest 
addi ons to the Mezzo range, which 
offers the same levels of reliability, 
build quality and acous c proprie es 
of any Powerso  amplifier pla orm 
but in a half‐size form factor. A+ 
models – comprising Mezzo 322 A+, 
Mezzo 304 A+, Mezzo 602 A+ and 
Mezzo 604 A+ – offer all the remote control and monitoring func ons of the A versions, but further extend their networking 
capabili es with AES67. Duecanali DSP+ and Qua rocanali DSP+, meanwhile, are the recently released AES67‐compa ble 
versions of the popular fixed‐install amplifier pla orms. All AES67‐compa ble Powerso  amplifiers, which addi onally 
includes the T Series touring amplifier, are able to receive audio‐over‐IP (AoIP) streams compliant with the AES67 standard, 
which allows high‐performance streaming AoIP interoperability across different networking systems. Powerso  DSP+ and A+ 
models can receive AES67 streams na vely by connec ng the dedicated AoIP networking port to an AES67 network. With 
ArmoníaPlus 2.5 – the latest version of the powerful system design, control and monitoring so ware – users can design 
systems with the new Mezzo A+ models and convert and share any kind of signal, including Dante, via AES67. In addi on, the 
new version allows ArmoníaPlus users to configure Dynamic Music Distribu on sources to receive an AES67 stream. 
powerso .com 

AUDIOFOCUS Cyris compact loudspeaker series 
 
ISE 2023 marks the debut of a new 
compact loudspeaker series from 
Belgian manufacturer, AUDIOFOCUS. 
The first releases in the new range are 
the Cyris CX6 coaxial 6” loudspeaker 
and the companion C210S low‐profile 
2x10” subwoofer. Cyris CX6 delivers a 
peak SPL of 122.4dB in a compact 
format op mised for short‐throw fixed 
installa ons or live events and can also 
serve as a fill cabinet in larger 
performance, conference, or worship 
se ngs. Its naturally cardioid design 
permits CX6 to be posi oned close to 
walls or corners without reflec on 
problems, while a flared vent manages 
low frequency distor on. A mic stand 
insert and op onal U bracket allow CX6 to be deployed according to the needs of the venue. C210S is a dual‐vented band‐
pass subwoofer, housing a pair of high‐specifica on 10” neodymium LF transducers and employing Tetracoil technology for 
maximum efficiency and a peak SPL of 126.5dB. With its low‐profile design, C210S is a discreet op on for hospitality and 
leisure installa ons as well as corporate AV and live events. C210S features an integral Class D amplifier with full DSP, 
allowing it to power mul ple CX6 speakers and cu ng the need for external hardware. Cyris CX6 and C210S are 
manufactured in Belgium using the same high‐grade birch plywood and rugged polyurea coa ng as AUDIOFOCUS’ 
professional touring systems. 
audiofocus.eu 
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Studio Technologies Model 342 Intercom Station 
 
Studio Technologies, manufacturer of high‐quality audio, video, and 
fiber‐op c solu ons, introduces the Model 342 Intercom Sta on, a 
two‐channel intercom user sta on that supports Dante® Audio‐
over‐Ethernet (AoE) workflows. The compact, desktop device 
integrates seamlessly with other Studio Technologies Dante‐based 
intercom system products to create flexible and great‐sounding 
intercom resources. The Model 342 can be used in a variety of 
broadcast and live events, including educa on, theater, sports, 
entertainment, house‐of‐worship, corporate, and aerospace 
applica ons. Data and power for the Model 342 requires only a 
standard Power‐over‐Ethernet (PoE) network connec on. Hardware 
features include a dual‐channel (stereo) headphone output, two 
headset connectors, integrated sidetone support, call signal receive 
display, and remote mic kill (“talk off”). With both 5‐pin XLR and 3.5 
mm TRRS headset connectors, the Model 342 is compa ble with 
professional broadcast headsets, gaming headsets, and mobile 
phone earbuds. The microphone input circuitry supports both dynamic or electret microphones. The unit’s two LED‐
illuminated talk pushbu on switches can be independently configured. Two "push‐in/push‐out" rotary controls are used to 
set and maintain the desired headphone output level. Using a standard Ethernet LAN, users can easily connect mul ple 
Model 342 units to establish a party‐line intercom applica on with an external Dante‐enabled audio matrix, such as the 
Studio Technologies Model 5421 or Model 5422A Dante Intercom Audio Engines. Alterna vely, two Model 342 units can be 
used “point‐to‐point,” or mul ple units can be interconnected with matrix intercom systems that offer Dante compa bility. 
studio‐tech.com 

L-Acoustics L-ISA Studio for PC 
 
L‐ISA Studio brings the power and versa lity of L‐Acous cs 
L ISA technology away from the studio to laptops so that 
sound creators can design immersive audio whenever—
and wherever—they’re ready to create. Today, L‐Acous cs 
further expands access to spa al mixing with the launch of 
L‐ISA Studio 2.5, now compa ble with any PC and 
Windows OS in addi on to Mac and macOS computers. 
With unlimited free binaural output capability, L‐ISA 
Studio 2.5 can be downloaded from the L‐Acous cs 
website. The new L‐ISA Studio 2.5 on Windows includes 
both the L‐ISA Controller and L‐ISA Processor Desktop 
applica ons as well as L‐ISA Audio Bridge, a custom virtual 
sound card for Windows. The Audio Bridge includes both Bridge Out 
and Device Out pathways for audio output. The Bridge Out allows 12 
outputs to be sent through any DAW for mul channel recording, while 
simultaneous Device Out allows audio to be sent to either headphones 
or a mul channel sound card for rendering for immersive loudspeaker 
configura ons. Addi onal enhancements in L‐ISA Studio 2.5 include 
graphic updates to the L‐ISA Controller, which free up addi onal screen 
real estate for the sound engineer. Creators can now also load standard 
loudspeaker templates for configura ons in Atmos, BluSpace, and 
more. Pre‐produc on is facilitated with selec ve speaker mu ng and 
the ability to snap objects to specific ac ve or muted speakers, which 
facilitates previewing different loudspeaker configura ons in diverse spaces. 
l‐acous cs.com 
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Sennheiser has announced that the first 
EW‐DX devices are shipping in North 
America, EMEA, Japan, and Singapore. 
Available products include the EW‐DX 
EM 2 two‐channel receiver, the 
handheld transmi er – with or without 
programmable mute switch – and the 
bodypack transmi er. The la er also 
comes in two versions, either with a 
special 3‐pin mic connector or a 3.5 
mm (1/8”) jack for mics or instrument 
cables. Convenient set packages are 
available, too, with further, higher 
frequency variants ready in Q1 2023, 
and more EW‐DX devices and so ware 
being added to the line in mid‐2023.  
 
Whether for rental companies, touring 
bands, theatres, worship or 
broadcas ng – EW‐DX will simplify 
workflows and bring an exci ng feature 
set to any applica on. Like its EW‐D 
sister models, EW‐DX offers the lowest 
latency on the market (1.9 
milliseconds), eliminates the need for 
frequency calcula on, and offers an 
ultra‐wide input dynamic range of 134 
dB, enabling your transmi ers to 
handle any signal that is thrown at 
them. Their opera ng me is 12 hours 
with the BA 70 rechargeable ba ery, 
which will usually take you through 
rehearsals and the show or event itself. 
Opera ng me with standard AA 
ba eries amounts to eight hours. 
Depending on the RF environment, the 
transmi ers have a range of up to 
around 100 m, enough even for very 
generous stage layouts. EW‐DX systems 
addi onally benefit from an automa c 
mul ‐channel RF set‐up, scalable 
remote control and monitoring, as well 
as AES‐256 encryp on for secure 
transmission of contents. The 
bandwidth is higher than with EW‐D, up 
to 88 MHz, enabling more channels to 
be accommodated. 
 
As part of the Evolu on Wireless Digital 
family, EW‐DX is respec ul towards the 
valuable resource that is the RF 
spectrum – and takes the complexi es 
out of wireless at the same me.  
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mm jack for 
microphones and 
instrument cables, or 
the EW‐DX SK 3‐PIN for 
microphones with a 
special three‐pin 
connector. The 
handheld microphone 
is also available in two 
versions: with a 
noiseless, 
programmable mute 
switch (EW‐DX SKM‐S) 
and without a switch 
(EW‐DX SKM).  
 
The EW‐DX EM 2 is the first two‐
channel receiver to launch in the series. 
It is an ideal choice for users that do 
not require a digital audio output, 
which will become available with the 
two Dante‐enabled receivers in mid‐
2023. The EW‐DX EM 2 is fi ed with an 
Auto Scan func on, which will ably 
assist you in finding good frequencies 
for your receiver or mul ple networked 
receivers. 
 

www.sennheiser.com 

Carefully engineered, the systems do 
not generate any significant 
intermodula on products. From a 
spectrum efficiency point of view, this 
means that the microphones do not 
pollute the available spectrum with 
their own intermodula on products, 
hence more transmission PRESS 
RELEASE 3/8 frequencies can be used 
and distributed evenly at regular 
distances (the so‐called equidistant 
frequency grid or tuning grid). A 
frequency calcula on is no longer 
needed, making your job easier.  
 
In standard mode – i.e. with an 
equidistant frequency spacing of 600 
kHz – EW‐DX accommodates up to 146 
links within its switching bandwidth, and 
up to 293 frequencies in Link Density 
Mode (LD, at 300 kHz spacing). And the 
best thing? This just comes at the 
expense of approx. 10% of the range, so 
you will have the same great audio 
quality and transmission power in LD 
mode, too. 
 
EW‐DX offers a choice of two bodypack 
transmi ers – the EW‐DX SK with a 3.5  
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Sennheiser EW-DX : First products from the much-anticipated  
digital wireless microphone series shipping now 
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Meyer Sound 2100-LFC low-frequency control element 
 
Meyer Sound announces the 2100‐LFC low‐
frequency control element, a powerful new 
loudspeaker that extends the advanced 
technology of the PANTHER large‐format 
linear line array loudspeaker down to the 
lowest limits of audibility. By pairing a 
potent Class D amplifier with a single, all‐
new 21‐inch driver with four voice coils, the 
2100‐LFC produces a linear acous c output 
suitable for the most demanding 
applica ons. With an extended frequency 
response from 30 – 125 Hz, this class‐leading 
performance is achieved in a loudspeaker 
that is more than one foot (30 cm) narrower 
and about 20 percent lighter than the 1100‐
LFC product. Achieving the ambi ous 
performance goals of the 2100‐LFC required 
the development of a new 21‐inch cone driver and a new high‐power Class D amplifier. For the driver, the Meyer Sound 
engineering team built on the experience gained from the dual voice coil 18‐inch driver in the 900‐LFC, but here stepping up 
to four voice coils. The new driver benefits from an all‐new Class D amplifier rated at 1200 wa s maximum con nuous 
power, with peak power of 8000 wa s. The frequency and phase response of the 2100‐LFC is tailored to complement not 
only PANTHER but the en rety of Meyer Sound’s linear line array products. This makes the 2100‐LFC a great fit for customers 
who already own 900‐LFC or 750 LFC products and want to expand their inventory. 
meyersound.com 

Meyer Sound launches Nebra software platform 
 
Meyer Sound has announced the introduc on of 
Nebra™, a new so ware pla orm that brings 
together mul ple tools for specific tasks into a single 
integrated solu on. The ini al release is focused on 
fast and intui ve connec vity for endpoints in 
Milan™ AVB networks, including Meyer Sound’s 
PANTHER large‐format linear line array loudspeaker, 
three ULTRA‐X series point source loudspeakers, and 
the USW‐112P™ compact subwoofer. Nebra also 
provides comprehensive system monitoring directly 
via the AVB network or, for other Meyer Sound 
products, through the exis ng RMS network via the 
RMServer™. Nebra also will provide connec vity for 
Meyer Sound’s Galileo® GALAXY Network Pla orm 
and for third‐party network devices using the Milan 
protocol. Nebra leverages the latest in sensor fusion technology to simplify the task of monitoring large and highly complex 
networked audio systems. Disparate system health informa on is collected from all connected devices, with sensor data 
combined from mul ple sources and displayed in one simple summary. Nebra is a stand‐alone solu on for all Milan‐based 
devices. For Meyer Sound loudspeakers using RMS technology, Nebra func ons in parallel with Compass control so ware. 
Nebra is now available as a free download from the Meyer Sound website. Versions will be available for both Windows and 
Mac opera ng systems. 
meyersound.com 
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Lawo diamond Broadcast Console and Power Core  
get software upgrade 

 
New so ware has just been released for Lawo’s award‐winning 
diamond broadcast mixing console, Power Core DSP engine, and 
VisTool graphical control interface and On‐Air Designer 
configura on so ware. Release 7.0.0 PL‐001 adds numerous 
addi ons and refinements, including so ware support for the new 
Power Core AIOX (Audio I/O Extender) device, addi onal DSP and 
metering features, and several new license op ons for Power 
Core. New features for the diamond broadcast console include 
the addi on of PPM meters and media icons to the vibrant, full‐
color displays in monitor sec ons and input source displays, 
Access and channel‐based Gain Reduc on meter for dynamics, 
LUX Correla on Meter, a new “Fader Over Press” func on that 
adds programmable logic func ons that can execute when faders 
are closed, and new logic that enables operators to instantly clear 
DSP parameters applied to an audio source. For the Power Core 
DSP engine, refinements include extended “Q” values to help fine‐
tune EQ curves, a self‐keyed side‐chain filter for dynamics 
processing which excludes frequencies from its calcula ons, the 
ability to adjust the DeEsser’s ac ve frequency, and support for up 
to 8 AutoMix groups – a boon for morning show and talkshow producers. 
lawo.com 

RCF DMA Connect APP 
 
The DMA Connect app provides wireless control of RCF DMA Series Business Music 
amplifiers. With its func onality and user‐friendly interface, it allows access to DMA 
se ngs such as: input and output levels, equalizers, rou ng, speaker preset selec on, 
device informa on, and real‐ me VU‐meters. Advanced se ngs for expert users are 
also available, including customizable names for input, outputs, and devices. The app is 
available as a free download on the Apple App Store and Google Play store. It can be 
used in combina on with BT BOARD DMA, the addi onal board that connects DMA 
amplifiers to mobile devices via Bluetooth, both allowing audio streaming and control. 
DMA Connect offers a complete set of configura on func ons and real‐ me 
informa on: 
 Input se ngs (level, mute, 3‐band equalizer)  
 Output se ngs (level, mute, bass‐enhancer, rou ng, speakers’ preset selec on)  
 Global mute  
 Output signals graphic VU‐Meters  
 Device informa on  
 Customizable device, input and outputs names  
 Advanced input management for more skilled users  
 BT BOARD DMA firmware update 
 
rcf.it 
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Gain Reduction 

Power Core 
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